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UTILIZING MATERIALS DEVELOPED FOR THE

1978 ASSESSMENT OF WRITTEN EXPRESSION

0

This packageof materials has been prepared for teachers of Language
Arts And English for their use in British ColuMbia classrooms. The

materials include all of the test exercises, marking scales, and
results from the 1978 assessment. Classroom-usable examples of

student writing for each exercise, as well as further suggestions
for teaching and evaluation each-of the writing skills, are also
included. PLEASE READ THE INTRODUCTION BEFORE USING THE MATERIALS

. WITH YOUR'STUDENTS.

We hope you find the looseleaf fornat useful--you are encour ged to
duplicate the exercises, sales; and exemplars for use with ur

.studrits. We suggest that the materials be kept either in a lip

binder or in file folders, organized Acording to individual r

skills. Th'e latter suggestion would also allow for storage f

clas$ sets bf materials, ready for immediate use.
.

We would appreciate your comments on the content and arrangemeht
of the package so that we can continue to improve future packages
of materials.

LEARNING ASSESSMENT BRANCH
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GENERAL INTRODUCTION

This resource package has been prepared as a means for distributing not only

the results of the 1978 Assessment of Written -&xpression but also to provide

educators with clear, well-organized, classfoom-ready materials which will /

assist them in teaching and evaluating the skillkof Written Expression. It

contains all of the test exercises from the provincial assessments, together

with marking scales, provincial results, and further suggestions for. teaching

and evaluating-each writing skill. It is hoped'that the package will enable

teachers to clarify the goals_ of their composition programs and to communicate

these, clearly to students and parents. In addition, it is believed that the (
---

method of "scaling" conOositions presented here is a simpler, more accurate

means of measuring and evaluating student writing than many of the more

impressionistic methods traditionally utilized by teachers.

These pigckages grew.out of the 1978 British Columbia Assessment Written

Expression. That assessment proceeded from a skills analysis of all of the

various forms of writing likely to be required of a competent Grade 12

graduate in his/her adult roles as a citizen, worker, learner, and creative

individual. The 'test exerci ses' were designed to el icit specific clearly

defined skills which had been so identified and were given to sample

. classes throughout the province at the Grade 4, 8, and 12 levels.

Three types of exercises were developed for the provincial assessment. These

are Directed Writing materials, a .Global Essay,' arrd some Editing and Proof-

, reading exer&ises. ,

Directed Writing - these exercises were designed to cue

students to respond to a situation using a particular

skill (e.g. students were asked to write a letter

appropriate to a given .situation and their responses

were graded for the presence of -the correct conven-
tions of the formal social letter).

Global Essay - students, were asked to. write a relatively

lengthy fomposition, choosing either a narrative or

expositbry format.

Editing/Proofreading - students were asked to correct errors

or to provide missing mechanical elements from a piece
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of writing 4e.g: punctuation, capitalizatioh,.

.abbreviations,' usage).

Thematerials presented-here have been designed to assist teachers of Lane-
4

guage Arts and English at all grade levels. However, since the Grade 12 .

_ exercises would be of little instructional value to elementary teachers

and the 'Grade 4 materials would be of little use to secondary teachers' (and
s

in the interests of ktepingthe size of the package to a realistic level),

the materials have been split into two packages.. One padkage, incorporating

the grades 4 and 8 materials,,has been designed for teachers of grades one .

to eight; the other package utilizes materials frolii the grade 8.ind 12 tests

and is designed for use by secondary teachers.

The assessment was conducted at the grades 4, 8, and 12 levels. However,

since many teachers have reported that the exercises and scales could

easily be used at, or adapted for,.other grade levels, the exercises,have

been KEYED throughout the two packagefs. All exertiles,'scales, and sample -

papers for the grade 4 level, were keyed as "EXERCISE 1". At the Grade 8 level

they were keyed "EXERCISE 2", while the Grade 12 materials were keyed

"EXERCISE 3".

Please note that only a few of the hundreds of identifiable writing skills
,

are represented here. This package does not represent a total writing

curriculum, but it is a beginning.

Note also that the writing skills in this package have n9t been prioritized

in any may. All of them aye considered to be impprtant, but there is no

suggestiorvthat they are of equal weight. The package has been organized so

that tfie directed writing skills are presented first, followed. by the

narrative and'expository exercises.

All teachers who use these exercises and scales are strongly encouraged to

read both the Summary Report and the General Report of the 1978 Assessment'

'of Written Express ion. The Summary Report iiavailable in each school in

British Columbia and copies of the Genehykeport are located in each School

District office. Additional copies may be obtained by writing to the

Learning Assessment Branch in Victoria.
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Teachers should find the materials in this package'particularly timely and

useful since they utilize the're-emerging assumptions that the'English/Language

Arts program should be based on the competencies actually required in adult

life and that these skills can-be specifically taught, learned, and measured.

The Test Exercises

The exercises were originally developed for the 1978 A4sessment of Written

Expression. Most of them were written so as to relate to a theme which had
.

been selected for each grade levels

At the Grade 4 level the

theme was generally "Mart Mouse

Yas Camp Mascots',, and eacf exertIse

was introduced by some character

ization of Marty Mouse.,

.

i I

At the Grade 8 level the

theme related to an advertisement

'for.a Junior Reporter and activities

related to that position.
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At.the,Grade 12 level

the.theme concerned a mythical

town, Gauge, B.C.,Aunt Libby,

and 'the running of a store/gas

station with a friend.
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These thematic contexts were used to create continuity and" heighten interest
for students.

In order to allow more flexible use of the' exercises and other.materials in
this package, they have been coded as follows:

Grade 4 :Exercise 1
Grade 8.- Exercise 2
Grade 12.L Exercise 3

Within a given school or classroom situation, the'.test-exercises could easily
become overused. Use them, but also develop alternative exercises that can
be used th the same sale and sample student responses. onceta teacher
feels-sc fident with the scal6 and the rationaleivhind each skill, he/she

,can create other thematit approaches for a whole new series of ,exercises.
Such a, thee might be a 'Spar Wars' theme. Such a.. therriatq context often
creates continuity for students.

4

The Marking Scales

The concept or "scaling" is Presented herAkas an alternative to the trad-
itional practice of marking merely for grades. Teachers (and their students)
require a procedure for4 measuring and evaluating_writing which designates
mastery of certain skills much more precisely than does a or a letter
grade. The marking scalesin this package have been designed not only to
indicate the presence of certain basic skills but also to measure the degree
of each student's mastery of those skills. ..

1
, 2

'
/-. (t.,-,

,
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The marking scales for the 1978 Assessment of Written Expression were

originally developed by groups-oPteachers .using,actual student respopses

to pilot versions of thethqs. Each marking scale consists of several

cldarly defined pointt which describe in detail the characteristics of

various levels of student response.

4

A,good scale simplifies the ,chores of marking to that bf 'a "sorting" process.

This sorting pro'cess meanssimply, that each student paper will fall .

within the confines' of a specific category, or scale point., according to the

description of that point on the scale as`devisedfor that specific Skill.

Thus, each paper will fit somewhere on the scale as a result of the stated

s eciAc and unique limits of each point on the scale. Therefore, it is

hfighl effective as a means of marking for purposes of diagnosis and measure-
.

ment of student achievement -and progress.

The following are some worthwhile suggestions for using marking scales:
a

1. Familtarize your students:with"the marking scales by which

theirwo'rk will be evaluated. Make sets -Cif scales and

sample responses for class or group discussion. -

2. It might be advisable to "block out" thp PrQvincial Results

and grade level designation when using the marking scales

dwi th the students.
,

3. When working with a s4e41- series of scales, the teacher's

task beComes one of sortj.fig stude,Qt papers into piles

representing levels of competency or mastery.

4. Avoid being influenced by characteris s of the writing

which are not being tscal ed. Focus' only on the skill you

are scaling at the moment.

5. Teachers should feel 'fret to revise tile marking scales.

You may find that there are too many - -or too few- -scale

p6ints. Or yclu may wish to alter the wording of particular

scale points.

6. The 'scale-and-sort' method of measuring student competence

is not limitedin its application to writing skills. In'

fact; it adapts well to virtually an instructional/

situations. Design your own scales for mar,ing speeches,

le

4



art projects, or' the content of literature essays.
4--

1t*

The AssessmentRes is and Interpretation Panel Judgements

Throughout these packages o'f materials, there is, a section below each

marking scale which indicates two important pieces of information: The

first of these indicates-the percentage of students in the provincial samples

whose work was 'scaled' into each scale point-category. The second piece of

information is a dotted line which is the point along the scale :-/hith

represents the.dividing line between 'minimally acceptable' and 'unacceptable'

levels of achievement, according to the collective judgement of a panel of

educators an the public. This information presented as in the example

belrow:

PROVINCIAL RESULTS - Grade 8

Scale Point.

Percent

Students

1

.26

2

10

3

19

4

43

In situations in which the 'percent of. students column does not add up to ,

100, the difference is accounted for by papers which were.off the topic,

blank, illegible, or incomplete.

The dotted vertical line is the Interpretation Panel1s 'cut-off pofint` which

divides these ,papers which were judged to be 'acceptable' from those which

,.were ju ccepta6le'.
#

,ss

In arriving at their judgements, the Interpretation Panels for each grade

level used the scale point descr-iptions and sample student papers .which are

reproduced in these packages. TeactiOrs may wish to set their standards

differently or'alter the cut-off-points' which are presented here in light

of their knowledge of local expectations or some other variable not considered
.1
in a provincial assessment.

The Sample Papers

Each of the sample papers presente(in this package was scaled by three

different teachers during 'the assessment marking sessions and was sorted

into the same scale point on-all three occasions. This high degree of

14
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reliabilityshou10.help to make these papers excellent teaching toolsfin

the classroo5as examples of the characteristics which each scale point

wiY1 have.

For some scales in the Narrative/Expository section there are no sample

papers for some scale paints (usually the highest scale point) due to the

fact that none of the papers which were graded on -three occasions seemed

to fit the demands of that scale point (at least, in the judgements of

all three markers).

Further Suggestions for Teaching

Further suggestions for teaching and evaltiating each skill have been'

included in each'section of this package. Use these if you find them

applicable; in addition, design your own alternative exercises and scales.

'Send your successful ideas to the learning Assessment Branch for inclusion

in subsequent editions of this projeCt. Suggestion's or inquiries should be

`addressed to:

-Learning Assessment Branch
* 4 Ministry ofeEducation

Parlidment Buildings
Victoria, B. C.
V8V 1X4

5
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1

INTRODUCTION

The Directed Writing exercises were designed to cue students to respo0 to
a given situation in such a way that they would demonstrate their current
levels of competence with regard to a particular and well-defined writing
skill. Levels of competence are represented by scale points on the marking
scale.

The Directed Writing materials in this package deal with nineteen distinct
skills. Each skill section consiststf the following:

1. An introduction to the skill.

2. Exercise 2 (grade 8).

3. Exercise 3 (grade 12).

4. Marking scales, provincial results, and interpretation
panel judgements for this skill.

5. Additional suggestions for teaching and evaluating the skill.

Some of the skills were tested provincially at one,azade level only. Therefore,.
only one exercise is provided for each of the following'skills:

1. Uses appropriate tone in letters (Exercfe 3).

2. Shows ability to,generdie ideas and associations (Exercise 3).

3. Displays Coherence and unity of tone and impression,(Exercise S.

However, the exercise, scale, and teaching suggestions which are providedin
each case may be useful at any grade level.

Please note that specific grade level reference has been minimized to permit more
flexible use of these materials. The exercises, scales, and sample papers have
been labelled as follows:

Exercise 1 - Corresponding to Grade 4 (not included in this packalge)

Exercis 2 - Corresponding to Grade 8

Exercise '3 - Corresponding to Grade 12

As mentioned'in the General Introduction, the tests were designed around certain
themes --at each grade level in order to stimulate interest and to elicit better
writing from the students. The introductory pages for Grades 8 and 12 are re-
produced in full. Teachers may find that students would be more aware of the-
situation rega'ding the individual exercises if they are introduced to the themes
prior to.using 'be exercises. Teachers might also consider designing exercises
for their classes around curreInt or local interests. ,

4

READ THE GENERAL. INTRODUCTION TO THIS PACKAGE BEFORE
USING ANY OF THESE MATERIALS WITH YOUR CLASSES.

'47

4
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INTRODUCTION TO GRADE 12 EXERCISES

You have received the.following letter fromeyour Aunt Libby. She owns

a gas station and general stbre in the, small town of Gauge, B. C.

Box 16
Gauge, B.C.
V5Z 1C4
March 15, 1978

Dear Niece/Nephew,

Another year and another summer is rolling
around.

' This year I want to spend a month away from-
the business. I'm offering fair wages to any of
my nieces and nephews who will run the pumps, mind
the store, and lopk After my place. If you wish,:
you can share my home and your job with a friend,
of,the'saMe sex.

If you're interested, please let e know which
week you prefer, since I want as many f you'as

A possible to have the chance to visit auge.

Hoping to hear 4rom you soon.

1'

Sincerely,

Ms. Elikabeth Raittor

2I

DW 3
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SKILL: USES CORRECT MECVANICS OF LETTER AND ENVELOPE FORMAT

/ When judging for correrfar-mat of both letters and envelopes,

it is important to realize that the content of the letter is not

taken.intp consideration.

Provincially, only format was considered at the Grade 8 level,

while both formAt and matters such as tone, content, and appearance

were scaled at the Grade 12 level. (See skill - section "Uses Correct

Conventions of the Formal Social", beginning on page

Note: Either marking scale may be used at any grade leyel as they

are very similar in, form and content.

This skill is referred to as SKILL 1 in the Assessment of Written

ExpressioP reports.

0



SKILLS: USES CORRECT MECHANICSLOF LETTER FORMAT

An Invitation

EXERCISE 2: LETTER DW 5

Your class is planning a Spring Party in the

gymnasium next Friday afternoon, from three until five.

The class has esked you to write a letter inviting

last 'year's teacher, Mr. Fraser, to come to the party. He

lives in Goldville, British Columbia, at 289 Brooks Street.

His apartment number is 302, and his postal code is V6J 4R2.

You are writing from your home address.

t

ASSIGNMENT: Write, a short letter of 'invitation

to Mr. Fraser. Be sure to include your return

address, necessary headings and closing.

) 3

fl

7
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SKILL: USE tORRECT MECHANICS OF LETTER FORMAT EXEICISE 2: LETTER

,Basis of the scale: Frequency of major and minor errors.

Major errors: (1) omission of any of the four required

Vs'

elements: date, return address, opening,
closing (2) ordering of information in the

address/date block.

Minor Errors:, (1) spacing/alignment (2) inclusion of un-
necessary informat -ion (for example, 'From' or
sender's name in address/date block) (3)

punctuation in address/date, opening or closing
(4) capitalization in address/date, opening or
closing..

Note: count each omission of a required element as a major error, each
punctuation error as one minor error, etc.

Scale Point 1:

Scale Point 2:

Scale Point 3:

Scale Point 4:

Two major errors or more than fourflminor errors.

One major error and no more, than four minor errors.

No major errors. No more than four Tinor errors.

No major errors. No more than one minor error.

PROVINCIAL RESULTS (Grade 8)

Scale Point . 1, 2

Percent of
Students

N
33

3

7

4

4

*The Interpretation Panel did not reach consensus as to whether or not
Scale Point 3 represents a Minimally Acceptable level of achieveMent
at this grade level.



SKILL: USES CORRECT MECHANICS OF LETTER

rSCALE POINT 1
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SKILL: USES CORRECT MEGAANICS OF LETTER FORMAT EXERCISE 3: LETTER

You have the following letter from your Aunt Libby.
She. ow0s a gas station and a general stare in the small town
of Gauge, B.C.

6ear Niece/Nephew,

around.

Box 16
Gauge, B.C.

V5Z IC4
March 15, 1978

Another year and another summer is rolling

1;°-

This year I want to sperida month away from
the business. I'm offering fair wages to any of my
'nieces and'nephews who will run the pumps, mind the
store, and look after my place. If you wish,' you can

my home and your job 'with a friend of the sally
sex.

if you're interested, please let me know which,
week you prefer, since t want as many of you as possible
to have the-,chance to visit Gauge.

Hop.ing to hear from you soon.

-
/

Sincerely,

44,(44);

Ms. Elizabeth Raittor

You and your family agree that you could.help

out Aunt Libby for one week early in .the summer.

ASSIGNMENT: Write a letter of acceptance to Aunt Libby,

tel4ing her that you can come for the last week in June.

Use standard letter formai.



SKILL: USES

-

ECT1ECHANICS'OFLETTER FORMAT EXERCISE LETTER
../

Basis of the scale: Frequen of major and minor errors.
44

tiO Majoiliterrors: Omission of the address or a major part of the
address 'Or date; omission of salutation, closing
or. name. Count each element or line omitted in
address/date block as one majpr error. Running
'together of lines of the return address counts
as a major error.

- ; Minor errors: Capitalization, puktuation, spacirig.

Scale Point ,Two- or more major errors.

Scale Point 2: One major error and a number of minor errors.

Scale Point 3:

Scale Point 4:

Mare than one minor errorbut NO major errors.

No major errors. Allow one Minor error.

PROVINCIAL RESULTS (Grade 12)

DW 9

,Scale Pbint

Percent of
Students

1

25

2

7

3

27. 407 tit

iAt/t e Interpretation Panel did not rdach onsensus as to whher or not
Scale Point 3 represents aMinimally Acceptable level of achievement

4
at this grade level. ...

4

.
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SKILL: USES CORRECT MECHANICS OF LETTER FORMAT

I
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SKILL: USES CORRECT MECHANICS OF ENVELOPE FORMAT * EXERCISE 2: ENVELOPE`- DW 11

N e
Mr. Frbser lives in Goldvitle, British Coiumbip, at

289 Brooks Strieet. His apartment number is 302, and

his postal code is V6J 4R2. You are writing trom your

.+4
`home address.

Here is the envelope for you

to address ,to Mr. Fraser



SKILL: USES CORRECT MECHANICS OF ENVELOPE FORMAT

tl

4

4

EXERCISE 2: ENVELOPE

. Either the Grade 8 or Grade scalAn be used at any grade level.

Basis of the Scale:

Major Errors: Serious omission in either address or return
address.

Minor Errors: Inconsistent alignment; impr er placement on

the envelope; inconsistent punctuation; items
out of order.

Scale Point

Scale Point,2:

41

Scale Point 3:

Scale Point 4:

One Dr more major errors.

Two or more minor errors. No major errors.

OneM.nor error. No major errors.

No errors.

PROVINCIAL RESULTS (Grade 8)

Scale Points 1 2 3 4

Percent df
Students 48 37 10 2

e Interpretation Panel did not reach consensus as_to whether or not
Scale Point 2 represents a Minimally Acceptable level of achievement
at this grade level.

OW 12



USES CQRRECT MECHANICS OF ENVELOPE FORMAT

SCALE POINT 1
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EXERCISE 2: ENVELOPE
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SKILL: USES CORRECT MECHANICS OF ENVELOPE FORMAT EXERCISE 3: ENVELOPE

Address this envelope to Aunt Libby.



'SKILL: USES CORRECT MECHA4CS OF ENVELOPE FORMAT EXERCISE 3: ENVELOP --RU5

Basis of the scale: Frequency of major and minor; errors.

.A....\\ Major errors. Missing or incomplete address or return address;
seriously confusing spacing (as in running together
lines of address or return, address). Count each
lement - name, street, address, city - omitted

as a major error.

Minor errors: Punctuation, capitalization, inconsistencies in
spacing.

Scale Point 1: More than one majorlerror.
A

Scale Point'2: One major error and any number of minor errors.
-N

Scale Point 3: More than one minor error. No major errors.

Scale Point 4: No major errors. No more than one minor error.

Scale Points

Percent of
Students

c PROVINCIAL RESULTS (Grade 12)

1 2 3 4. r

33 21 12 33

*Interpretation Panel' cut-off point.

,



SKILL: USES CORRECT MECHANICS. OF ENVELOPE FORMAT EXERCISE 3: ENVELOPE Dki 16

r
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SKILL: USES CORRECT MECHANICS OF LETTER AND ENVELOPE FORMAT

SUGGESTIONS FOR TEACHING:

(1) Apply to literature selections byJlaving the student write one of
the following: t

a) letters between characters in a selection.

b) letter fiom the student to the author asking questions
about theme, symbOlism, or the motives behind some bf
the character's actions.

'e) letter with the student assuming the role of author answering
letters written by,other students under assigntent (b).

(2) Adapt the skill to everyday life situations:

a) letter to editor

b) letter of complaint, congratulations or recommendation

c) request for information

d) letter cif reference or'application

e) letter of sympathy or condolence

f) :letter of invitation or acceptance/decline ofiinvitation

g) letters-expressing thanks

(3) The teacher may mike an enlarged chart with a correct,version for
students to cheek their own-tork.

3 5
4

DW I7



SKILL: CORRECTLY FOLLOWS1DIRECTIONS WHEN

COMPLETING PRINTED FORMS

"Forr4 Filling" has become an essential exercise

in daily life in our society. Unfortunately,.many

students are not aware of the fact that forms must

be completely filled out to the specifications of

eactlorm to be acceptable.

This skill is referred to as SKILL 4 in the Assessment

of Written Expression reports.

r

0,

OW 1



SKILL: CORRECTLY FLOWS DIRE TIONS WHEN

COMPLETING PRINTED ARMS

You ripped your

the railway tracks. With

order a new pair of 'jeans

advertisement is be104.

EXEOCISE 2: FORM.

(Page 1 of 2.pages)

favourite jeans in the accident on

your first pay cheque you write to

from The Jean Machine. Their

ASNTENT: Using the information in the

advdtisement complete the order form.

You may use an imaginary name and address

iryou wish.

es.

DW /9
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1

li

THE
JEAN

MACHINE
3 5 5 7 Lonsdaie Avenue, \North Vancouver, B.C. V7J 2V3

* ** * * * * * * * *6 * * *
CASUAL JEANS
* * * * * * * * * * * * * *

ilk STYLED' WITH:

front scoop pockets

back patch pockets
watch /Docket

ORDER

Machine

* Rugged
* Shririk-resistan
* Cotton polyester

No. 4 03-032-147-sizes 8,10,12
403-032-146-sizes 14,16,18

ash-dry
* COLOURS:

15 4) Beige

(8 8) Navy

(74) Brown

only $13.99
only $19.99

fl

fl

Ali

37
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SKILL: CORRECTLY FOLLOWS DIRECTIONS WHEN

COMPLETING4INTED,FORMS

1

EXERCISE 2: FORM

(Page 2 of 2 pages)

-ORDE,R FORM-

THE J EAN MACHINE

3557 Lonsdale Avenue
North Vancouver, B. C.

\,/c V7J 2V3

1. Name (please PRINT):

Last Name First Names Middle Initial

1

2. Full mailing address (please PRINT):

to

3. Telephone No.

4. Goods Wanted: Order No.

15- Size: Colour: Price:

To receive your free birthday gifts state:

6. Your Age: Date of .Birth:

38.

c

Year Month Day

DW 20



SKILL: CORRECTLY FOLLOWS DIRECTIONS WHEN

COMPLETING PRINTED FORMS

EXERCISE 2: JEAN MACHINE

Note: This scale would need to be modified were any other forms
to be scaled.

7 It

Basis of the scale: , Necessary information includedand properly
entered.

OW 21

Points to count: name
correct address (not address of 'Jean Machine' or
omitted)
address correctly entered (not all on one line)
telephone number '

goods wanted
order number
colour number
size and.price (must agree with size)
age and date of birth (should agree)

Scale Point 1: Three or fewer of the above list satisfactory.

Scale Point 2:

Scale Point 3:

Scale Point 4:

Scale Point 5:

Four or five of the above list satisfactory.
/

-

If
Six or seven of the above list satisfactory.

All elements entered but contains some minor errors
such as punctuation, capitalization or spelling.

Flawless.

PROVINCIAL RESULTS (Grade 8)

Scale Points

percent of

'1 2 3 4 5

Students 2 11 38 47 1

*Interpretation Panel cut-off point.

33
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SKILL: CQRRECTLY FOLLOWS DIRECTIONS WHEN

COMPLETING PRINTED FORMS
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CORRECTLY FOLLOWS. DIRECTIONS WHEN

COMPLETING PRINTED FORMS.

SCALE POINT 4
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EXERCISE 2: 'JEAN MACHINE DW 23
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SKILL: CORRECTLY FOLLOWS DIRECTIONS WHEN

COMPLETING PRINTED FORMS

Ya

11.1

EXERCISE 3: FORM . DW 24

You are happy to go to Gauge for the one week, but lou're,also
anxious to work the whole summer. So you fill out an application
form at the local Youth Employment Centre.,

ASSIGNMENT: Complete the form which, follows. You may invent
any in which is requested but which -You do not have.

Document No

F 1875263

JOB APPLICATION FORM

Please Print Agarly
Title: Eiltsrs

0 Mr. 0 Miss

Birth year Month Day'
Date

1 1 1

SURNAME First Name Middle Initials

Home 'Address (No. and Street)

I 1.1111111111111.11
City or Town

Province Postal Code Telephone No

If necessary. would you be willing to move to
Atlantic
Provinces 0 Ou6bec Ontario Prairies

Yukon
NWT

Work
Desired

Check 'one AnyPermanent Temporary Casual

Check one

a

Days ' Evenings Nights Anytime

Check one Part TimeFull Time Either
4-.

O
If you are not a Cdsadiart-
citizen,in what
year did you
enter Canada? 191 I

If regiiired for work do you have
an Aumoblie9 a Driver's Licence?

0 Yes No None Operator's Chauffeur's.

Languages

Can you start
immediately

Yes No

ENGLISH FRENCH OTHER (specify)
Speak Speak Speak
Write Write Write

If not. date) available
Month bay

I i 1 1

Mar

II
Work Experience- Inlidate your most recent job

1 Job Description

2. Employer

3. Period Employed: From

Address'

4 2 To:

_



SKILL: CORRECTLY FOLLOWS DiRtgONS WHEN EXERCISE 3: FORM.

COMPLETING PRINTED FORMS -.

Basis of the scale: Completeness-,.accuracy, neatness and legibility.

Scale Point 1: Illogical, smart -jecky, frivolous responses.

Scale Polk 2: Address inadequate. One required element (for 4

1

examples, birthdate) omitted. Nothing marked
under 'work 'desired'. No information under
'work experience'. Illegible, confused. Any
ONE of these.

Scale Point 3:

Scale Point 4:

Address is adequate. One of twp items completed
under work desired. Work experience -'job named
but tasks not described. No detail. No more
than five errors in opening, capitalization, etc.

Address is adequate All three parts under 'work
desired' are completed. For 'work experience'
tasks are itemized, information regarding previous

employment includes company, dates are logical. No
more than tft minor omissions (such as Mr.). No
more than two errors in spelling and capitalization.

PROVINCIAL RESULTS (Grade 12)

Scale Points 1 2 3

Percent of
Students 4 14 37

. ,

4

44

*

*Interpretation Panel cut-off point.

DW 25



SKILL: CORRECT FOLLOWS DIRECTIONS WHEN

COMPLETING PRINTED FORMS

SCALE POINT 1

t -
JOS APPLICATION FORM
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EXERCISE 3: FORM DW 26-

SCALE POINT 2

1 000 Ma
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SCALE POINT 4
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SKILL: CORRECTLY FOLLOWS DIRECTIONS WHEN COMPLETING PRINTED FORMS DW 27

6

SUGGESTIONS FOR TEACHING:

(1) Grade 8 and 9 thrill's selected might emphasize forms for consumer
goods and contest entries.

Grade 10 forms selected might,include applications for Social
Insurance number, change of address and job applications.

(2) Grade 11 forms selected might include income tax, car insurance
and driver's li-cence.

(3) Grade 12 forms selected might include applications for activities
related to adult life such as credit, post-secondary institutions,
and business licence.

4

I

a



SKILL: USES CORRECT CONVENTIONS OF THE FORMAL SOCIAL LETTER

The teacher should remember that format alone is insufficient

as a illtavre of competency in the writing of letters.

The following scale adds the imporgt dimension of appropriateness
p.

of tone to the scaling process.

Note: There ,is no Exercise 2 inthis package

This skill is referred to ass SKILL 7 in the Asseslment of Written

Expression reports.

vo*

4 C

S

DW 28



SKILL: USES CORRECT CONVENTIONS OF THE EXERCISE 3: LETTER

FORMAL SOCIAL LETTER

As a'possible improvement to this scale, the teacher might be well
advised to specify the major points of information tote covered
in the letter.

(.)

Basis of the scale: The three criteria are (1) appropriate tone
neither too formal hor too familiar (2) responses
to the invitation - not too much extraneous in-
formation, and (3) general appearance of a good
social letter - spacing between paragraphs,
tidiness, margins'.

Scale Point 1:

Scale Point 2:

Scale Point 3:

Scale Point 4:

None of the above criteria satisfactorily attained.

-of

One of the above at-a satisfactory level.

Two of the above at a satisfactory level.

All three of the above at a satisfactory level.

PROVINCIAL RESULTS (Grade 12)

Sstale Points 1 2 3 4

Percent of
Students . 2 21 52 24

* Interprgtation Panel cut-off point.

47

DW 29
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SKILL: USES CORRECT CONVENTIONS OF THE

FORMAL SOCIALLETTER

EXERCISE 3: LETTER DW 30

You have received the following letter from your Aunt Libby.
She owns a gas station and general store in the small town
of Gauge, B.C.

4

Dear Niece/Nephew,

aroupd.

Box 16'

Gauge, B.C.
V5Z 1C4
March 15, 1978

Another ytar and another summer is rolling

This year I want to spend a month away from
the business. I'm offering fair wages to any of
my'nieces and nephews who will run the pumps, mind
the store, and look after my place. If you wish,
you cap share my home and your job.with a friend
of the same sex.

If you're interested, please let me know which
week yoti prefer, since I want as many of you as
pOsSible to have the chance to,visit Gauge.

Hoping to hear from you soon.

Sincerely,

Ms"Elqzabeth Rai ttor

You and your family agree that you could

helpfout Aunt Libby for one week early in the

summer.

ASSIGNMENT: Write a letter of acceptance to Aunt Libby,

telling her that you can come for the last week in June.

Use standard letter format.



SKILL: USES CORRECT CONVENTIONS OF THE

FORMAL SOCIAL LETTER

SCALE POINT 1

13-1-1.111

SCALE POINT 3

EXERCISE 3: LETTER

SCALE KURT 2
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SKILL: USES CORRECT CONVENTIONS OF THE FORMAL SOCIAL LETTER

.SUGGESTIONS FOR 'TEACHING:

(1) Write aletter inviting any character,from-a pi66e/of literature
to come:to your school to speak to fie class: The letter should
use a tone and style of address appropriate to the age, occupation
and circumstances of the character. For example write to Elizabeth-
Jane from the Mayor of Casterbridge or to John from the Piqman.

(2) Assume the identity of a character from a piece of literature and
write a letter in the appropriate tone and style. For example,
take the identity of Jack from Lord of the Flies and write a
letter to Piggy inviting him to a roast pig dinner on the beach.
Write Piggy's reply.

A

(3) Write a letter to a member of'some organization in the community
inviting that person to speak to your class; for example, a
member of the press, the.R.C.M.P., the school board or the Chamber
of Commerce.

vii
4

DW '32



SKILL: USES TERSE TELEGRAPHIC yEECH STYLE

Writing 'should be purposeful and compact even

to the exclusion of "style". The statements

may exclude articles, conjUnctions, and sub-

ordinations.

This skill is referred to as SKILL 8 in the

Assessment of Written Expression reports.



OW 34
SKILL: USES TERSE TELEGRAPHIC SPEECH STYLE EXERCISE 2: CLASSIFIED AD

Car for Sale

The first writing you'd° for the newspaper is an
A4

advertisement for your sister's car. She has gone to nursing

'school and says if you can sell her 1965,Datsun you can keep .

all the money you get over 200.00. It's a small sports model
?

with a stick-.shift and a new paint-job: orange with a white

racing stripe. The four-cylinder engine uses a lot of oil, but

it still gets 30 miles (50km) to each gallon of gasoline.

Under the paint, the body is rusting away and the

clutch is worn. However, the upholstery is gbcbd and the radio

works well. There are new snow tires on the back but the

front tires need replacing. There is only one crack in the wind-

shield and it's on the passenger side. ,

ASSIGNMENT: Write a Car for Sale advertisement.

Do not lie, but includeas many details as you

think-will help sell the car. You can use no more

than 35 words so choose your words carefully.

Write your finished advertisement here - one word in each space.

Maximum 35 words.

FRASCR RIVER TIMES - - CLASSIFIED AD FORM

S
J



1(ILL: USES TERSE TELEGRAPHIC SPEECH STYLE EXERCISE 2: CLASSIFIED AD

Only unnecessary words are counted

Basis of the scale: Within 35 word limit. 'Number of extraneous wards
(not informative or persuasive - e.g. an, the,'
this, and).

s.

Scale Point 1:

Scale Point 2:

Scale Point 3:

Scale Point 4:

Exceeds 35 word limit.

ti

Includes more thi; six unnecessary words.

A

Includes four to six unnecessary words.

No more than three Atcessary words.

PROVINCIAL RESULTS (Grade 8)

Scale Points 1' 2 3 4

Percent of
Students .9 47 24, 17

*Interpreton Panel cut-off point.

53
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SKILL: USES TERSE TELEGRAPHIC

SCALE 'POINT 1

PEECH STYLE
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SKILL: USES TERSE TELEGRAPHIC SPEECH STYLE

0,

) .

a*

t;

ASSIGNMENT: Print your message In the saPcO pr
be ow, Include all essentiardetalls but do n

9
.

JIF

fiD,

As of the first things you found at Aunt
Libby's was a note toped to the cash register marked
giemEN9?-- PLEASE DO HOT mop, It realist

i(6?

EXERCISt 1;
.1 6

o.

URGENT - PLEASE 00 NOT IGNORE ' t0114,

You'll hat to send atelegram to the
ice-cream company. I made a mistake in

110ordering the special rod- white -and -red
ice -cream for Canada Day. I ordered 500
gallons instead of 500 litres!

''Also, I've changed ite mind about' the
flavour. I don't want maple flavouring..
I want strawberry. -

Please remind the coeittany that
the order rust be here before the 36tir pf
this month.

Use one of the pre-addressed tqleg it
forms. Keep your telegram very brief.
Rimester, each word costs money, but
mistake wouldiost even more.

01\

1

A

P

ded on the telegram
as'te words.

tei

Tot Western Ica Cream Novelties, %./Hoops, S.C.
tJ

Fret t mfr e4/0014d q.c4etisf.6"4t-wei-e,--7?.c;

elogram

SW4 the faftweg .416850 subAct 10 1N, en IS5 back Perrot Ibluct, retake" 3vesCl toVets./ egc.40 r 4 ****cre Sswira 4,0 tt.,N14,7,11~144174r, 7110,0 ow Der 'es rens.o

"ft

10



SKIL ,USES TERSE TELEGRAPHIC SPEECH STYLE
A ,

. OW
EXERCISE 3: TELEGRAM

38

..

Note: ontent is as important as word count - both should be tres ed.

Basis of the scale: Includes all necessary information - change fromBasis

to litres, change in flavours, date required
and contains.no extraneous words. Less than 20
words in length.

Scale Point 1: Misses more than one major point, OR exceeds 30
words.

Scale Point 2: Eitheiimisses one major point OR more than 25
words.

Scale Point 3:, Includes all necessary information but somewhat
wordy (20 to 25 words).

Scale Point 4:
F
Includes necessary information within 20 words.

,
PROVINCIAL RESULTS (Grade 12)

0

Scale Poinq ts 1 , 2 3 A

Percent of
Stugnts* 23 20 24 32 sek

*Interpretation Panel cut -off. point.

f 4

SE)

I
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OW 39

SKILAUSES TERSE TELEGRAPHIC'SPEECH Oyu EXERCISE 3: TELEGRAM

SCALE POINT 1
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t

TERSETELEGRAPHIC,SPEECH STYLE

SUGGESTIONS FOR TEACHING:
at

* .jtat

OP Use in conjunction with academic skills such as taking notes from
. 1

written texts or oral presentations, writing a rids to summarize

an article or essay, or writing 4nnotations to bibliographies.

(2) Use in conjunction with practical skills such as writing memos,

-preparing classified ads or.radioads, taking telephone messages,

writing instructions, or, preparing 'daily bulletins and announcements.

DW" 40



SKILL: GIVES SIMPLE INSTRUCTIONS CLEARLY

This skill should be constantly practiced in all

subject areas and should be more practical and

inventive than such topics as "How to tie a

shoelace".

"Simple instructions" does not mean simplistic

content but rather clear and understandable 4.

instructions.

O

New exercises and scales devised for junior

secondary grades should have and obvious order or

sequence and should be related to a physical

procedure.

NIB

This skill is referred to as SKILL 10 in the

Assessment of Written Expression. Reports.

ti

DW 41



SKILL: GIVES SIMPLE INSTRUCTIONS CLEARLY

Using a Record Player

EXERCISE 2: RECORD PLAYER
QW 42

r7777/ FM 8.8 90 9.4 9.6 98 too to2. 104. 10.6
1

"1/1'1(//,`

L.2.AM 55 60
/013 90 !do

/
1 zo 14-0

TUNING VOLUME

1

Bec.ause you have to work after school, yob

can't be at your class' Spring Party, but you agree to

lend your record player. Since you don't kriow. who will be

using it and they may not know how it works, you decide to

write a set of careful instructions. Your direttions should

specify all operating instructions, including the speeds at

which different records are played:_45..r.p..m. for 7" records,

33 r.p.m. for 12" records.

ASSIGNMENT: Write a set of instructions for using

the record player shown in the diagram. Make things

* as clear as you can and try not to leave anything out.

You may writb 'In point form. You, do not have to write._

in complete sertences.

r



OW 43
SKILL: GIVES SIMPLE INSTRUCTIONS CLEARLY EXERCISE 2: RECORD PLAYER

-

Note: Exertises and scales devised for junior grades should have an

obvious order or sequence and should be related to a physical
procedure.

Basis of the scale: Completeness of detail for each step; completeness
pf number of steps; clarity; brevity. Sequence
should not be considered.

Scale Point 1:

Scale Point 2:

Scale Point 3:

Scale Point 4:

Provides insufficient information for operation
of the record player. Generally, fewer than five
steps are given, and inappropriate detail is often
included. These responses tend to be repetitive
and contain very general statements.

These responses generally provide from 5 to 7 steps,
and contain insufficient or non-specific -detail (for
example, the dial may be omitted). Often repetitive
and somewhat difficult to follow. May contain
irrelevant detail.

Provides sufficient detail for operations in at
least 8 steps including starting and stopping,
1:11acement of the record, agreement for size and
speed, instructions for all dials. Mechanisms
are explicitly mentione

Directions are clear, complete and precise with no
superfluous detail or'unnecessary repetition, etc.
Language is compact.

PROVINCIAL RESULTS (Grade 8) r,

Scale Points 1 2 3 4

Percent of
Students 32 48 1 4

*Interpretation Panel cut-off point.

GI
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SKILL: GIVES SIMPLE INSTRUCTIONS CLEARLY

The Gauge Community

arrangements for parking

has already arranged the

twelve "kits" consisting

Each volunteer gate

the contents and decide

As'sociation a

and Omission

schedule for

of the items

attendant wil

that a precise

EXERCISE 3: ATTENDANT

sks you to co ete Aunt Libby's

fol the Canada Day Picnic. Aunt Libby

the volunteers. She has p'u't together

you see pictured.

I receive one of these kits! You study

set of instructions is needed.

It f

EXHIBITOR

/9-ra

DW 45

ONE ADMIT ADMIT

ONC ONE N

GATE
ATTENDANT

ADMISSION
CHARGES

Senior
Citizens $ 1.00

Adults 2.00

Children
under 12 $ .50

Maximum charge
per car $ 5.00

PARKING
%.1)

N.N.,...N.1171%.--^C."..709.:\.

ASSIGNMENT: Write a set of clear,, well-organized instructions, telling each

gate attendant how to use the'contents of this kit.

63
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SKILL': GIVES SIMPLE INSTRUCTIONS CLEARLY EXERCISE 3: ATTENDANT

Note: The range between scale point 1 and scale point 2 is very
great. A six-point scale might be better. The teacher
might wish to differentiate between answers totally incom-
prehensible and answers Which could misdirect the rea-der.

Basis of the.scale: Clarity and completeness of instructions;, 4
brevity.

Scale Point 1:

Scale Point 2:

Fails to mention several of the items in the kit
OR instructions are so obtuse as to be incompre-
hensible. Many of the responses falling at point
1 will be extremely brief, although some very
long wordy responses may also fall. here.

Instructions regarding procedures for three or
four of the items are clear and specific.

Scale Poin(3: IRstructions a're reasonably inclusive (i.e. no
more than two of the items are omitted) but lack
clarity. Many of the responses in this category--;
are wordy.

Scale Point 4: Instructions are inclusive regarding items in the
kit but lack clarity in some instances, OR instruc-
tions are clear .and concise, but one item is omitted.

Scale Point 51. Instructions are clear, compa,ct and inclusive regarding
items in the kit and often include mention of some
additional instructions such as 'Check your liSt', or
'At the end of the day, count your cash'.

PROVINCIAL RESULTS (Grade 12)

Scale Points 1 2 3. 4 5

Percent of
Students 11 13 23 26 20

*Interpretation Panel 'Cut-off point.
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SKILL: GIVES SIMPLE INSTRUCTIONS CLEARLY

ti
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EXERCISE 3: ATTENDANT
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SKILL: GIVES SIMPLE. INSTRUCTIONS CLEARLY

SUGGESTIOnkOR TEACHING:

(1) Have students role-play instructions written by Other students to de-
monstrate the degree of clarity of the instructions, leading to revision.

(2) Have students compare their instructions to the manufacturer's instructions
for specific products. This leads to discussion of specific needs for
clarity, and "signal words" showing time order and space indicators needed
to set up the procedure: I

(3) Have students write their own instructions for learning basic skilli: -

a) how to use a dictionary - very simple-procedures involving a few
.specific steps

b) safety procedures in using a band saw

c) recipes

d) writing instructions for a set of diagrams and photographs in lthanual
in Home Economics or Industrial Arts

Cod 40

(4Y Have students write a short manual (longer and complex than the exercises
in (3) above) explaining a procedure to a beginner:

a) waxing yob. skis - inyery,cold weather, or on milder days

b) doing simple service on "a car - at a gas station where several
things must be checked

c) applying make-up effectively to all parts of the face

d) preparing equipment for fishing

Find a pictutl*of a hair style you would like (to be attached to your
comodsition or to be available to show td-the class). Explain how you would
like your hair cut and st yled, as you would explal'n it to your barber or

,hairdresser, without &Wilding on the picture for instructions. The expla-
nation may be written or presented orally.

Demonstrate toille group how you would make something: a Christmas table
centre, a child s toy, macrame plant hangers, etc. Identify each step in

the proceSt! Write out the procedures as a hand-out for the group. As you

demonstrate, tape record your oral presentation for analysis and assessment
later. Which_was clearer - your,-writ01-40structions o'r your verbal
explanation? How did you depart from your written text? Why?

1
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si.e.SIL,4: DESCRIBES HUMAN PHYSICAL FEATURES

AND DETAILS OF CLOTHING

. Physical descript ns of people a% usually

impressionisti The purpose of developing

this skill is to enable the writer to "see"

specific detail. This should result in an

increased ability to formulate and. present

more accurate impressions.

Not: In view of the provinci-al results,

students seem to need encouragement to write

as many details as possible rather than to be
0

content with a minimum number of descriptive

details.

This skill is referred to as SKILL 11 in the

Assessment of Written Expressipn reports.



SKILL: ,DESCRIBES HUMAN PHYSICAL FEATURES

AND DETAILS OF CLOTHING

Cathy of C.K.G.E.?

On your first dayay as a reporter,

the editorffits you right toAllork.

The local radio istation is offering

free record albums -to the'first

50 students'who'reCogiti,ze Cathy

/ of C.K.G.E. and challenge her by a

s'aying, "Yod alle Cathy of C.K.G.E."

r". The Fraser River Times has agreed to

print her description, butaxhey

print her picture.- A
P

To help students identify-her: yoir

are given (tie photograph on the

following page and asked to write

a careful, detailed description of

5L what Cathy looks like and what she is .

wearing.

I

PD

I.

OP ,OPIP

EXERCISE .2: CATHY
OW 51

ASSIGNMENT: 'Write a detailed description of Cathy and what she is wearing.

Organize your description so that the si-Okients will remember

the .-tteta i 1S.

'11

.17
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SKILL: DESCRIBES HUMAN'PHYSICAL FEATURES

ANWDETAISOF CLOTHING

I

EXERCISE 2: CATHY

Basis of the scale: Number and accuracy'of details included.

Physical Features

yqung (15-25)
female
slim
dark hair
long hair
centre part.tin

)
hair

.?.

Scale Point 1:

4,.
Physical Features

face shape (e.g. oval)

thick lips (or similar)
cleft in chin
nose shape (eg flat)
eyebrows (e.g. thinly plucked)
dark eyes

E

DW 52

Clothing

Coat or drus
plaid r"

long sleeves
front 4uttons
collar
no cuffs
bodice (empire waist)

fitted

0

Provides threeor fewer accurate details of appearance-
or contains a great dealof inacurrate or invented
material.

Scale Point 2: Provides a minimum of four &tails which must be accurate.
- These may be either physical or clothing. May include
some inaccurate or invented material:*

Scale Point 3: Provides a minimum of four accurate physical details and
two accurate clothing details. Only rare inclusion of
inaccurate or invented material.

Scale Point 4: Must include six accurate physiCal details, and three
'4 accurate clothing details. May have some inaccurate or

inventedmaterial but not a great deal.

4

Scale Point 5:

40

Scale Points

Percent of
Students

%

Must include seven dtcurate physical details and four
'accurate clothing details with no inaccurate or invented
material.

PROVINCIAL RESULTS (Grade 8) I1R

1 2 3

6 42 37'

4 5

11 3

* Interpretation Panel cut-off point.

e--

* j
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SKILL: DESCRIBES HUMAN PHYSICAL FEATUREt EXERCISE 2: CATHY

54

AND DETAILS OF CLOTHING

SCALE POINT 5

e



SKILL: DESCRIBES HUMAN PHYSICAL FEATURES EXERCISE 3: DRIVER

AND DETAILS OF CLOTHING .

4.

. !

On your third day at Gauge you are the only witness toa hit-pnd-run accident.

A van, driven.by a customer who had hurried from the store, slammed into Chris's

car and then sped away.

IL
O

a

ti

Jarirmsrm.

A A

tilummr.

ASSIGNMENT: Write a welle-organized -description of the hit*i;d-rd'n dr ver who
1111

is pictured here. Includkas much detail about him as possible.,.

73

DW 55
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SKILL: DESCRIBES HUMAN PHYSICAL FEATURES EXERCISE 3: DRIVER

I

I

AND DETAILS OF CLOTHING

Note: The completeness of the Grade 8 listing makes it a better'
scale - at least it is more realistic than this one.

. Basis' of the scale: Accuracy and precision. Inclusiveness:. size;
clothing; objects in hands; head and face.

Scale Point.1:

Scale Point 2:

Too brief. Obvious omission of major areas of .

description. OR, totally misleading.

Most detailsare Mentioned but will little or no
preCision, or example "had a mustache", or
"Glasses. vdi-e big".

% v , ar...,

111

1
4

Scale,Point 3: Includei'description of head features, size, clothihg,
0 and objects in hands, but precise detail is frequently

. omitted, for example "was.of average weight and height",,
, or "dark coat". "

a

Scale Point 4: Includes descriptions of head features, size, clothing
.

and objects in hands, giving precise details in these
areas, for example "large, round, dark-framed glasses",
and leather sports bag with two zippers".

PROVINCIAL RESULTS (GradF

, Scale Points 1 2 4

Percent of
Students 1I 31 43 16

* Interpretation Panel cut-off point.

7i
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SKILL: DESCRIBES HUMAN PHYSICAL FEATURES AND DETAILS OF CLOTHING

43,

SUGGESTIONS FOR TEACHING:

(1) The ability to describe a human bei implies the use of *kills
in ordering AN completeness, which an be worked on by the student,
through exerc ses s ch as:

placing and "order of prominence/importance; on a series
of actions. For example, what do you consider to be your
most prominent Of ical feature? Can it be described in
such manner tha others can identify it?

(2) At 'any grade level, pictures can be used to focus on this skill.

(3) Have students describe another student, well-known T.V. movie or
cartoon characte'rs, or famous political or sports figure.

-4s

76
$
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SKILL: DESCRIBES A SETTING USING SPATIAL TERMS

This is basically a skill using spatial indicators

that are functional and accurate (e.g. under, behind,

at a 45 degree angle). 0

It is necessary to caution students to avoid over-

emphasizing desCription which creates mood or atmosphere

and is "creative" or poetic In effect when working with

this skill.

Since the skill is concerned with establishing objective
m.

guidelines, any diagram used should have clear reference

points.. (Note Exercise 3 - Window).

Note: Some students who ',wrote the assessment tests were

con'fused by the amount of detail i, the picture used for

Exercise 2 - Plant. Teachers may wish to choose another

picture with clearer reference points when working with

this ski, 7111.
A

This skill is referred to as SKILL 12 in the Assessment

Written Expression reports.

OW 59'



SKILL: DESCRIBES A SETTING USING SPATIAL TERMS EXERCISE 2: PLANT ,45?

tp.

r

DV 60

On your first day at work you get
a difficult job. A strange story hos
been phoned in to the newspaper. Mts.

Cayenne opened the door under her Sink
and found a giant plant growing qhere.
She grabbed her daughter and ran out.
Your editor sends you to the scene. You
climb a ladder and look in. This is
what you see. The newspaper artist has
to be able to sketch this scene using
only your description. From what you
write, he has to draw everything in the
room in its right place.

ASSIGNMENT:. 'Make a set of notes describing this scene exactly. You
the details you can, and use any wotds which will help the artist to
right plate. You do not need to use complete sentences.

Ar

should include all
get everything in its



- SKILL: DESCRIBES A SETTING USING SPATIAL TERMS EXERCISE 2: PLANT

.Basis of the scale: Number of accurate positional terms such as:
above, below, to the right of, beside, on top
of, up the wall. Absence of inaccurate or
relevant material.

Scale Point 1: No more than two accurate positional terms.,
Contains a great deal of inacurrate or ir-
relevant material - often fantasizing.

Scale Point 2: Three to five accurate positional terms.' Generally
factual - few, if any, inaccuracies.

Scale Point 3: Six to eight positional terms. Generally factual -
few, if any, inaccuracies.

Scale Point 4: Nine or more positional terms (no repetitions).
No inaccuracies. Location of objects and extension
of plant should be clear.

PROVINCIAL RESULTS (Grade 8)

Scale Points 1 2

Percent of
Students 25 19

3

37 17

IIs

* Interpretation Panel cutrf point.

79
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SKILL: DESCRIBES A SETTING USING SPATIAL TERMS EXtRCISE 3: -WINDOW

.11k
As "manager" of Aunt Libby's store, you find that one-of your responsi-

bilities is to bake the display window interesting and appealing.

For "Canada Week" Chris has sketched a display for the window which in-

cludes a barbeque7 lawn chairs, towels, picnic supplies; awading pool, toys,

as well as hanging plants and a flag. Here is Chris's sketch.

L

Unfortunately Aunt Libby's "window dresser" can't underStand the sketch

and asks you to provide written instructions explaining exactly where you want

to put everohing.

ASSIGNMENT:, Ielrite your directions to the WftQN dresser so that he or she,

will make no mistakes in placing items in the window.

81
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SKILL: -DESCRIBES A SETTING'USING SPATIAL 4-ERMt EXERCISE 3: WINDOW
,

This rather general scale might be less useful'to teachers than the more
specific scale for Exercise -2.

)
S

Basis of the scale: Number of items located. Precision of spatialin-
dicators: Consolidation and consistent ordering of
components. May be in point form.

Scale Point 1: Incomplete. Generally fewer than 25 words. Either
-not attempted or not enough information to assess
skill.

Scale Point 2: Erratic in order; Misdirections - confusiori or
ambiguity. Lack of specific spatial indicators.
Incompleteness -jmany ttems omitted.

Scale Point 3: A very general approach.- Lacking in consistent
order, but not to the point of confusion. Limited
number of spatial indicators. Some omissions (one .
major item or two or three minor.onesi.

G
4

Scale-Point 4: Clear specification of spatial indicators. Con-
solidated and consistent ordering of components:
Contains no ambiguity or vagueness of order
relationships. No more than one item-is omitted.

Scale Points

PROVINCIAL RESULTS Grade 12)

1 2 3 4

Percent of
Students 3 26 43 21

* The Interpretation Panel did not reach consensus as to whether or
not Scale Point ,3 represents a MinimAlly Acceptable of
achievement at this grade level.

82 0
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SKILL: DESCRIBES A SETTING USING SPATIAL TERMS

L

SUGGEStIONS FOR TEACHING:

,Activities using spatial. indicators such as explanation of
basketball/football play, a disco dance step, an assembly
of a machine, an arrangement of flowers, table setting,
interiordecorating and playground or campsite.

(2) Find)a-location or object using a map (buried treasure).
Give directions for,a car rally.

(3) Re-de
or a.

a room,such as your English slissroom or the library
tor'sNaiting room.

(4) Describe a human face to a Martian.

#

Pr

DW 67
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SKILL: SELECTS NOUNS, VERBS, ADJECTIVES AND ADVERBS TO

REINFORCE A SPECIFIC MOOD
o,

Students should be aware that Mood in a piece of writing is

produced not only through "descriptors" such as adjectives

and adfierbs, but also through nounsand verbs.

This skill evaluates whether or not the writer establishes and

sustains a mood rather than records or describes it in an

"objective" manner.

ft.

The teacher might acquaint students with Ro.et's Thesau s prior
.4/

to working on jhis skill.

49

10

This skil 's referred to.as SKILL 224in the Asse smelt Written

41iExpressio reports. '1

0



SKILL: SELECTS NOUNS, VERBS, ADJECTIVES AND EXERCISE 2: TEAM RETURNS DW 69

ADVERBS TO REINFORCE A SPECIFIC MOOD
.

The ;Team Returns

%

For the fiftiltime ever, a team from Goldville

has won a B.C. championship: The Volleyball team is

returning today with the Muir Cup. A big parade to the high

school is planned. The editorends you to describe the scene.

She says, "Keep your eyes open for little details. Try to

get the mood of the people into your description." it;

ASSIGNMENT: You are at the team's homecoming

What is the mood of the team, the parents

or the other students? 'Try to describe the

scene to make your reader's feel the mood of the

occasion.

017



11.4
SKICIL: SELECTS NOUNS', VERBS, ADJECTIVES AND

ADVERBS TO REINFORCLA SPECIFIC MOOD

EXERCJSE.2: TEAM RETURNS

Basis of the scale: Frequency of words selected to create or
'maintain a mood.

1

'Scale Point 1: * .No more than two words which suggest mood.
,

Scale Point 2: Three to six examples of words which 'suggest
mood.

Scale Point_ 3: More than ifx words used which suggest or'
reinforce mood.

PROVINCIAL RESULTS (Grade 0

Scale POints.

Percent of
Students

2

11 33

3

51

.

Parfel cut-off point.

;

*

88

V

*.f

DW .4
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SKILL: SELECTS NOUNS, VERBS, ADJECTIVES AND

ADVERBS TO REINFORCE A SPECIFIC MOOD

SCALE POINT .1

EXERCISE .2LTEAM RETURNS DW 71

SCALE POINT 2

71-.0 VIA& Fkdaki, t.

Uhr0..rto.:
is beet, 1 111

4a l+s Lai% t jvki.-44e.
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SKILL: SELECTS NOUNS,, VERBS, ADJECTIVES AND

ADVERBS.TO REINFOKE A SPECIFIC MOOD

EXERCISE 3: ROOM

You and your friend, Chris, go to Gauge and work in the store. In the,

evening's you relax in Aunt Libby's jiving room, (picture below). Chris

,doesn't \]k& the room and calls it "cramped, old-maidish and ,iepressfng".

How does it make you feel?

7

_

a

,y;11-
*

;

ser

ASSIGNMENT:, Write a paragraph or two, descrallgg your mood while you
.

are sittjng in this room. Make referinee's to objects in the

room which heti) to create this mood. 14,

OW 72
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SKILL: SELECTS NOUNS, VERBS, ADJECTIVES AND .0

ADVERBS TO REINFQRCE A SPECIFIC MOOD

T4

EXERCISE 3: ROOM OW 73

3

4

Basis of the scale: Degree of fadifity with dictio- n - image mords,
figures of-speech, evocative vbrbs,Netc. - to
maintain mood. Relationship between feelings
and objects in room specified.

Scale Point 1: .

,or expression of opinions rather than mood.

No mood established. Simple objective descripyon

Scale Point 21,%:.

Scale Point 3:*

One or more moods or feelings identified but un-
substantiated. General'non-specific diction
('neat'). No-suggestive or evocative language.

One or to moods. Feelings are identified but
riot objects that evoked or reinforced them.
Some effective diction - an occasional arresting
phrase.

3

Scale Point 4: One or two dominant moods or impressions. Facility
'kwith diction - uses suggestive or evocative

language.to reinforce the mood(s).

PROVINCIAL RESULTS (Grade 12)

Seale Points 1 2

Percent of
Students 13 37

3

29 18

*

*Interpretation Panel cut -off point.

4

81 I
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SKILL: SELECTS NOUNS, VERBS, ADJECTIVES AND ADVERBS TO REINFORCE A S IFIC MOOD.

t

SUGGESTIONS FOR TEACHING:

(1) The teacher selects a descr15ive passage and removes the nouns,
verbs, adjectives and adverbs which reinforce the author's mood.
The student rewrites the passage trying to create the,author's
mood. Compare with original selection for study of stylistic
effects.

(2) Analyze examples of "mood" by established writers listing effective
words and devices.

(3) Students write at least two short passages, establishing different
moods by role playing different observers and using their points of
view on the'same object or scene.

DW 75

(4) Students fantasize a specific mood_before writing' (e.g. nostalgia)
N\ by fantasizing a return to a favourite summer of their childhood,

or return to childhood home as en adult 10 years later.

(5) ,Exercises that use poetic devices to reinforce a mood; e.g. writing
a passage as an extended metaphor.

(6) Vocabulary exercises: 4
a) selecting words with appropriate connotation and denotation.

b) sustaining an appropriate level of formality of usage.

c) brainstormingbrainstorming for more specific synonyms that will support the
mood selected.

d) selecting sensory details which reinforce the moori.

'93'



SKILL: OBSERVES DETAIL IN PLACES AND EVENTS

When working on development of.this skill with

students, it is advisable'to explain to them-

that the best moiting'is quite precise in detail,

whereas the poorest uses general terms with little

gpecific information.

This skill is referred to as SKILL 24 in the Assessment

of Written Expression reports.

DW 76



.0n your first day at work you get
a difficult job. A strange story has
been phoned in to the newspaper. Mrs.

Cavanria opened the door under her sink
and found a 9.,,Lant plant growing there.

She grabbed her dauV.ter and, ran out.

Your editorsAds you to the scene., You
climb a ladder and look 'This is
what you see.. The newspaper artist has
to be able to sketch this scene using
obly your description. From what you
write, he has to drag everything in the
room in its right place,

SKILL: OBSERVES DETAIL. IN PLACES AND EVENTS EXERCISE 2: PLANT DW 7 7

_40

95

ASSIGNMENT; Make a set of notes describing this scene exactly. You should include all
the details you can, and use any words which will help the artist tooet everything in its
right place.. You do not need to. use complete sentences.



siaLL;) OBSERVES DETAIL IN PLACES AND EVENTS

e

Basis of the scale: Plum

deta

.

EXERCISE 2: PLANT

, s.

.. t. 4

objects discussed and_visual:descriptive ...

pecificity of description, - ,'
. . ) :

.)-
s,

Scale Point One ree general labels for example, a table,
a ch r) are given. No detail description. go

lmodifiers used.

Scale Point 2:

f,

,
\

. 1

.

Scale Point 3: ', T or three objects are describe4 in some detail, _

\ . for xample, "a broken bowl".' Must include a
desc iption of the plant. .

t

Four or more general labels provided. No detail.'

in description. Must include a description of the
lant. '

I%)

Scale Point 4:

Scale Points

Percent of

Students

V

Four or more objects are gescribed with good attentic
'to visual detail, for example, "a terrified'cat with
his back arched, his tail sticking straight' up. and
his claws outs -

1 , .

PROVINCIAL RESULTS (Grade 8)

1 2

12 31

'3

35

4

20

*

4

*The Interpretation Panel did not reach consensus as to whether or not.
Scale Point 3 represents a Minimally-Acceptable level of achievement
at this grade level.
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SKILL: OBSERVES-DETAIL IN PLACESJAND EyENTS EXERCISE 3: VAN DW 80.

On your third day at Gauge, you are the only witness to a hitand-run

accident. A clan, driven by a customer who hurried from the store, slammed

into Chris's car and then sped away..

Chris asks you to write down a detailed description of the van.

ASSIGNMENT: Write a detailed, organized description of the hit-and-run vehicle

pictured above.

)

9s

A



SKILL: OBSERVES DETAIL IN PLACES AND EVENTS ,,EXERCISE 3: VAN

VP

This scale actually works by counting the omission of significant"
details.

Basis of the scale: Inclusion of features (wheels, painting, important
body modifications, type of vehicle), and precision
of description. A list is acceptable.

Scale Point 1: Omits two or more significant features.. Includes
obvious errors. do precision (for example, "nice
paint", big wheel$").

4

Scale Pont 2: Omits mention of one major feature.

Scale Point 3:

Scale Point 4:

All major features are mentioned but description
lacks precision.

Mentions all major features of the van. Each area
has some precise detail, (for example, 'spoked
wheels'): There is some recognizable order.

PROVINCIAL RESULT (Grade 12)

Scale Points 1 2

Percent of
Students 14 31

3 4

D14 81

39 )5

*Interpre4tion Panel cut-off point.

99



SKILL: OBSERVES DETAIL IN PLACES AND'EVENTS

SCALE POINT 1

ejfithti 7,2ipty Cap.m,

43,40/j7 CiratiiIII/ ..4./Abia _dfdir..,

EXERCISE 3: VAN DW 82

SCALE POIN.T 2

SCALE POINT 3
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SKILL: OBSERVES DETAILS IN PLACES AND EVENTS

SUGGESTIONS FOR TEACHING:

(1). Pre-activities:

0

a) Sense -wordSense-word exercises: collecting words, pev4haps on
a chart, that refer to taste, sight, touch, smell,
or sound and which are related to the object or -

activity to be observed.

) Ladger of abstraction:' listing words from most general
to most specific: e.g. room, office, dentist's office,
my dentist, Dr. Smith's office.

c) Word cache: /listing a'large collection of words that
could be used in,a description; e.g. wheels, hubs, spokes,
radials, mans, rims,etc.

Brainstorming for appropriate words (especially good in
group work).

(2) Activities:

a) Observing details in role-playing situations.

b), Observing details in pictures or objects.

c) Objective reporting, as in a police or newspaper report.

d) Drawing maps or diagrams of important settings from
literature under study.

t1

101
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SKILL: )DISTINGUISHES BETWEEN ESSENTIAL AND PERIPHERAL DETAIL

This is an often-ignored skill that is very useful in all subject

areas and in many vocational or pdst-secondary educationsituations.

Note: this skill is distinct from the skill of writing in
.

a terse

telegraphic style, in that more complete-Nctencing and paragraphing

is required.

A teacher might select passages in which there are clearly dominant

major ideas with supporting details which are obviously subordinate.

Encyclopedia articles do not work as well as do magazine articles

or newspaper articles/editorials. When students are editing or -\

summarizing without the teacher idirolved as a marker, the teacher

should pre-select the major ideas and prepare a chart or checklist for

the exercise.. Concise, economical style is essential to this skill.

This skill is Veferred to as SKILL 27 in the Assessment of Writtn

Expression reports.

102



SKILL: DISTINGUISHES-BETWEEN ESSENTIAL AND

' PERIPHERAL DETAIL

14.

1

EXERCISE 2: SPONGES DW 85

One of the main jobs in a newspaper dffice is

tomake long stories and articles fit into a small space on

the page.. Today when you get to work, the editor hands you*-

a story about sponges, which she wants to use in the Science

Corner. The article about sponges is far'too long, so the

'editor wants you to summarize it. You .need to find all the

important ideas and write them in two or three sentences of

your own.

ASSIGNMENT: Read the article about sponges carefully/ Decide

/ what you think are the important ideas,and then write two or

three sentences summarizing these ideas.

SPONGES

The sponge is a water animal which is ailached to

the bottom of the ocean. There are many kinds of sponges

and they vary'ln shape and size. Some sponges are shaped

like vases, but most sponges have no exact shape. $ome may

be thin and flat while others may be round. Still others.

may look like the brdnches of a tree or bush. They may grow

from one inch to several feet. When alive, these animals

may be ofmany colours. Blue, green, yellow, red and even

black sponges have been found.

Sponge fishermen use several different methods to

get sponges. In deep water, such as the Mediterranean Sea

and the Gulf of Mexico, fishermen use deep sea diving suits.

Sometimes they-go down a hundred feet or deeper to get the

sponges. In shallow waters near. the coast of Florida, fisher-

men use the hdoking method. Two men go out in a glass - bottomed

boat. Looking through _the glass bottom of the boat, the men

can see fifty Vr more feet below the surface. One man manages

the boat, while the other lowers a pole with a hook. He uses

the hook to loosen the sponges and bring them to the surfdce.

The fishermen then spread the sponges on the deck to dry.

1n
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SKILL: DISTINGUISHES BETWEEN ESSENTIAL AND EXERCISE 2: SPONGES

PERIPHERAL DETAIL

ti

Basis of the scale: inclusion of essent7l ideas - water animal;
variety of colours, shapes and sizes; two
methods of collecting. Exclusion of peripheral

material. Brevity.
I

Scale-Roint 1: - Little attempt at sorting ideas. Omits tml or.

more essential ideas .or includes three or more
peripheral details. .Most lengthy responses fall
at point 1., but some short responses do also.

0

re

Pr

ti

r-

Scale Point 2: Either omits one of the essential details OR
includes one or two peripheral details. Some

tolerance should be allowed for peripheral
detail if it is used as an example of an es-
sential point.

Scale Point 3: Includes-the three essential ideas and NO peripheral
material except as support of an essential idea.
and usually within the same sentence NJMaximum
three sentences.

PROVINCIAL RESULTS (Gtade8)

Scale Points 1

Percent of
Students $3

2 3

55 8

*

*Interpretation Panel cut-off point.

10,1

DW 86



SKILL: DISTINGUISHES BETWEEN ESSENTIAL AND

PERIPHERAL DETAIL

SCALE POINT
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EXERCISE 2: SPONGES DW 87
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BETWEENSKILL: DISTINGUISHES.BETWEEN ESSENTIAL AND

PERIPHERAL DETAIL

GAUGE 5AZETTE MEMO

EXERCISE 3: ROCKET POWER DW 88

(Page 1 of 2 pages)

We have space for a short article of approximately'

one hundred and twents words on "Rocket Power for

Space Flight ". The article in its present form is

more than four hundred words long. I want you to

read the piece ors the next page and rewrite it so

that it is much shorter. You will have to leave

out some things but be sure to include all important

ts or ideas related to the topic. Do not add

hing of your own. Just write all the important

ideas in a paragraph or two using about one hundred

and twenty words.

106



SKILL: DISTINGUISHES BETWEEN ESSENTIAL AND' EXERCISE 3: ROCKET POWER OW 89

(page 2 of 2 i)ges)PERIPHERAL DETAIL

ROCKET POWER FOR SPACE FLIGHT

Power is one of the major ingredients of the space age. Just to place a
satellite into orbit, tremendous quantities of fuel must be expended.

What type of engines can produce the'power necessary for space-flight?
Let us lfok at three basic engine types: the reciprocal, jet and rocket engines.
Of- these, only the rocket can operate inspace.

The reciprocal engine was the first engine used for air flight. Today it
is a highly complex devise; however, it cannot, be used in space.

The jet engine was developed at the end.of World War Today it is
used in all ,high performance aircraft. It is much simpler in construction than
the reciprocal engine, having no carburetor, ignition system, cooling system,
or reciprocating parts. Although the jet engine produces much more power than
the reciprocal engine,,, the jet cannot he used in space either.

The rocket engine is the only one capable of operating in the vacuum of
\space. The reciprocal Qnd jet engines must fly through the air to obtain oxygen

'needed to burn the fuel. Because of this, they cannot function where the oxygen
supply is te0-icarce. Rocket engines, on)-l'he other hand, carry both fuel and
oxidizer, so they do not have- to remain in the atmosphere in order to function
properly. Regardless of any future advances'that might-be made in jet engines,
they will always be restricted to the relatively thin envelope of air surrounding
the earth.

Balloons are useful in demonstrating some of the effects of rocket
engines. Long thin balloons tend to be more stable than shorter balloons. Also,
the flights will be more stable when straws are inserted into the mouth of the
balloon.

One of the basic principles of rocket flight, demonstrated by the balloon,
is Newton's third law of motion: An action produces an equal but opposite reaction.
The action-reaction principle produces flight in rockets. The action of the

,escaping gases pushers the rocket vehicle in the opposite direction.

Getting a rocket off the launching pad requires tremendous force. The
thrust must be greater than the trztai weight of the vehicle. Once the vehicle is
in orbit, however, the brute force is no longer necessary.' Then, even a small
application of force will produce a change in the speed of the satellite:.

Because Of the difficulty in getting rockets into space and then to their,
distant objectives, scientists have devised,a system of "staging" to help the payload
get tO its target.

Won launch, the first stage lifts the entire vehicle off the pad and starts
it on the journey. When the first stage burns out, it is simply discarded. The
second stage ignites and propels the rest of the vehicle on its 'way without the dead
weight of the huge, empty first-stage fuel tanks. In a similar way, the third stage
takes over when the second stage burns out and is discarded.

This is a very expensive way to take a trip, but it is the only way to get
the man (payload) to his destination. 1.16,-1



SKILL: 'DISTINGUISHES BETWEEN ESSENTIAL AND -

.PERIPHERAL DETAIL

Q

EXERCISE 3: ROCKET POWER DW 90

\_.

Basis of tie scale: NUmber of major ideas included; number of wo;-ds

used. There are eight major ideas to be c9unted;
other information should be ignored.

1. Large quantities of fuel are required to put a
Satellite in orbit.

2. Only a rocket engine can function outside earth's
atmosphere (in vacuum of space).

3. The rocket engine'brries its own oxidizer (and
fuel).

4. Action-reaction principle'applies to rocket engines
(directly stated or implied).

5. Tremendous force required for launch - greater than
weight of vehicle. ,

6. Once in orbit, less force is needed.
7. "Staging" - three stages.
8. Discarding of fuel tanks to reduce weight.

Scale Point 1: Fewer than folk. major ideas included or five or six
ideas using more than 210 words -or seven or eight
ideas using more 'th411240

Scale Point 2: Four ideas using 135 - 160 words or five or six ideas
using 181 - 210 words or seven or eight, using

211 - 240 words.

Scale Point 3: Four ideas using fewer than 135 words or five or six
ideas using 135 - 180 words or seven or.eight ideas
using 211 - 240 words.

Five or six ideas using fewer thart.135 words or seven
or eight ideas using 135 - 180 words.

Scale Point 5: Seven or eight ideas using fewer than 135 words.

Scale Point 4:

PROVINCIAL RESULTS (Grade 12)

Scale Points 1 2 -I 3 4 5

Percent of
Students 35 16 27 16 1

1 Os
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-SKILL: DISTINGUISHES BETWEEN ESSENTIAL AND

PERIPHERAL DETAIL

11611ot Pow kw Sore n SCALE POINT 1

EXERCISE 3: ROCKET POWER DW 91
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SKILL: DISTINGUISHES BETWEEN ESSENTIAL AND EXERCISE 3: ROCKET POWER DQ 92

4a1PHERAL DETAIL

SCALE POINT 4
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SKILL: DISTINGUISHES BETWEEN ESSENTIAL AND PERIPHERAL DEfAIL

SUGGESTIONS FOR TEACHING:

), Re-write a passage for a specific dudience,i..e., a technical
passage on rockets may be written fora kindergarten audience.

(2 Write a summary'of plot, character; theme or setting as in a
review.

I
o

(3) Write formal outlinei and select main headings and supporting
details.

(4) Try oral exercises which include 'role-playing by several memhers
of the class, with the other students listening and summarizing
(i.e. customer and manager, who must then give instructions to
workman). Students summarize essential comments of each character.

DW 93

(5) Prepare a critique of a specific selection, summarizing the.inform-
ation so that readers will then know whether to refer to the 'Selection
for more information on a topic.

(6) Write an autobiography including major significant stages in your
life leading to a certain conplusion. For example, write an
autobiography which uses three major events in your life which taught
you to be tolerant of other people.

(7) Use information froin other subjects - i.e.'a science, home economics
or industrial lab with procedure and conclusion.
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SKILL: ADJUSTS'TONE TO AUDIENCE

It is suggested that the rather low provincial results

for this skill at the Grade 12 level may well be the

result of assigning students to WRITE a SPEECH and then

measuring the resulting work according to its "oralness".

, Onp quarter of the sample failed to complete this exercise

at the Grade 12 level.

to

r

This raises questions as to the reliability of the topic in

the Grade 12 exercise. The teacher might do better to make

the topic more controversial and appropriate. "Write a

letter to the editor of your local newspaper on some issue

current in your district" is probably a more effective

vehicle for testing this skill.

This skill is referred to as SKILL 29 in the Assessment of

Wiltten Expression reports.

e4
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SKILL: ADJUSTS TONE TO AUDIENCE EXERCISE 2: CAUGHT IN THE TRACKS

CAUGHT IN ,THE TRACKS

There is a railway crossing in the middle of town that
needs repairs. One day, on your way to Work, you get into
trouble there. The newspaper makes a big story out of it. Here
is what it says:

CAUGHT IN THE TRACKS!

Our grade 8 reporter alihost died
today under the grinding wheel of
a huge locomotive. As the train
raced down the tracks, its bell
clanging "a warning and sparks
showering from the sliding wheels,
'our reporter struggled to free his
two-month-old pup that was caught
in the tracks.. Only at the las.t
second did the dog's foot spring
free and our reporter escape from
the onrushing express.

The paper will (
hot be delivered for several days but

when it is, and you, grandmother reads that story,she is going
to be very alarmed. You decide to write her a letter telling

.

her what happened but making it sound a lot less exciting.

ASSIGNMENT: Write to your grandmother telling

her what happened at .the train crossing. Do

not change the facts of the story but tell it

in a less exciting way so that she will not be

worried about you.

You do not have to write any address. Just

start on the story.

;It 113
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SKILL: ADJUSTS TONE TO AUDIENCE EXERCISE 2: CAUGHT IN THE TRACKS

Basis of the scale: Number of 'units' (words, phrases or clauses)
which evoke anticipation or danger. Length must
be considered.

Scale Point 1:

Scale Point 2:

Scale 'Point 3:

Scale Point 4:

Ten or more units evoking anticipation or danger,
OR very short - insufficient material to demon-
strate skill.

Six to ten units evoking.anticipailon or danger.

Two to.five units evoking anticipation or danger.

Not more than one unit evoking anticipation or
danger.

a

PROVINCIAL RESULTS (6ade 8)'

Scale Points 1 2

Percent of
Students 17 9

C

3

40

4

31

*The Interpretation Panel did not reach consensus, as to whether or not
Scale Point 3 represents a Minimally Acceptable level of achievement
at this grade level.

44.



SKILL: ADJUSTS TONE TO AUDIENCE
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SKILL:: ADJUSTS TONE TO AUDIENCE

4

EXERCISE 3: SPEECH

l

A poster in Aunt Libby's store an3unces

that the Gauge Improvement Society is proposing

to censor books 'n school and public libraries.

A public MOeting ha 'been scheduled to hear both

sides of the issue. Any Interested person will

"be permitted to speak for up to two minutes. You

have definite views on censorship and, even though-

you are an outsider, you decide to speak at the

meeting.

ASSIGNMENT: On the following pages write the speech that you intend to make.

Give reasons for your opinions and try to persuad(the audience to agree with

you.

4

11G
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SKILL: -ADJUSTS TONE TO AUDIENCE EXERCISE 3: SPEECH

Basis oc the scale: Appropriateness of tone - persuasive, but -.004-

equable.

Scale Point 1: Tone is inappropriate - offensive, strident
or aggressive. No persuasion.

Scale Point 2:

Scale Point'3:

Scale Point 4:

Scale Point 5:

- Tone is insensitive to audience.' May be ambiguous.
Opinionated without supporting argument. Not an
oral communication - to be read, not spoken.

Obviously intended as an oral communication.
Pedestrian and ineffective as persuasion. May
.be somewhat tactless.

Obviously intended as a speech. Persuasive but
somewhat stilted - lacks fluency.

40.

Obviously intended to be spoken. Persuasive and
fluent. Tone is equable -'not offensive'or
opinionated.

PROVINCIAL RESULTS (Grade 12)

Scale Points 1 2 3 4 5

Percent of
Students 16 17 23 12 6

117
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SKILL: ADJUSTS TONE TO AUDIENCE
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SKILL: ADJUSTS TONE TO AUDIENCE

A

SUGGESTIONS FOR TEACHING:

It is suggested that exercises should be highly "contextual': -

e.g. exercises arising from relevant issues such as curfews,

abolition of Graduation Exercises, or minimum age fpr driver's

licenses. Be sure that students are directing their views to

A specific audience; e. *g. administration of the school, student

council, provincial government.

)
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SKILL: MAKES A JUDGEMENT, ELABORATES AN OPINION
...

Note that for mastery of this skill, students do

not merely state an opinion but must also give

supporting evidence and convincing reasons.

This skill is referred to as SKILL 30 in the

Assessment of Written Expression reports.

-fi

i

r
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SKILL: MAKES A JUDGEMENT, ELABORATES AN OPINION

.4j

What Makes a Good Teacher?

EXERCISE 2: TEACHER

Today the editor wants to have an opinion article

on page, four. She thinks education is a topic many people

are interested in. She wants you to write about: What Makes

a Good Teacher? In your many years in school, you've been

taught by all kinds of teachers: male and female, old and

young, beginning and experienced, strict and easy-going. You

think you kiiow a lot about good. teaching and bad teaching.

ASSIGNMENT: Take a moment to think about good

teachers you have known., Then-give your idpas

on what ktn,d.of persop makes a good teacher, and

what ki6s of things you think a good teacher

does or should do.

122 c.,
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SKILL: MAKES A aDGERENT, ELABORATES AN OPINION EXERCISE 2: TEACHER

The Grade 8 sae is a more fundamental scale than the Gra* 12 scale.

Basis of the ,scale: Number, of opinion or judgemht statements; degree
of elaboration or support.

Scale Point 1: Makes no more than; two statements of opinion and
provides no elaboration or support.

Scale Point 2: Three or four opinions or support'statements.

Scale Point Five or six opinions or support statements.

0

Scale Point 4: Seven or more stateme of opinion or judgement,
or statements of supp rting detail or elaboration
(for example, example ).of opinion or judgement
statements.

PROVINCIAL RESULTS (Grade,8)

Scale Points '1 2

Percent of
Students 13 25

3 4 1

24 30

,*Interpretation Panelcut-off.point.
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SKILL: MAKES A JUDGEMENT, ELABORATES AN OPINION 4iSEXERCISE3: SPEECH'

4t,

Basis of the scale: Specific support by incident,'example of ex-
planatory statement. Opinion must be stated.

Scale Point 1: No clear statement of opinion. Not on the topic.

`Scale Point 2: Opinions are stated but not substantiated.
Repetitions, vague opinions, 'should' statements
without support.

'Scale Point 3: Some substantiation of opinion, but not effective -

may be wordy, trite, over-generalized.

Scale Point 4: Opinion(s) elaborated clearly, concisely, with
sufficient support by example,. incident or ex-
planation.

Scale Points

Percent of
Students

PROVINCIAL RESUTLS (Grade 12)

1 2 3 4

16 28 21 11

*

/ Note: 21 - blank
3 - incomplete

Interprefation Panel cut-off point.

1

1 25
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SKILL: -MAKES A JUDGEMENT, ELABORATES AN OPINION _EXERCISE 3: SPEECH

f

A poster in Aunt Libby's store announces

that the Gauge Improvement Society is proposing

to censor books in school and public libraries.

A,publit meeting has been scheduled to hear both

sides of the issue. Any interested person will be

permitted to speak for up to two !Mutes. You have

definite views on censorship and, even though you

are an outsider, you decide to speak at the

meeting.
1

ASSIGNMENT: On the following pages write the speech that you intend to make.

Give reasons for your opinions and try to persuade the audience to agree with

you.

9W 108
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DW 109SKILL: MAKES A JUDGEMENT, ELABORATES AN OPINION

SCALE POINT 1

EXERCISE 3: SPEECH

SCALE POINT 2

4

SCALE POINT 3
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SKILL: MAKES A JUDGEMENT, ELABORATES AN OPINION EXERCISE 3: SPEECH

SCALE POINT 4
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SKILL: MAKES A JUDGEMENT, ELABORATES AN'OPINION

SUGGESTIONS FOR-TEACHING:

t

A great deal of oral work is required in conjunction with this skill.
Any similar topics assigned should be relevant to the student's ex-
perience and interests. Avoid hackneyed topics such as capital
punishment or women's liberation which are likely to elicit repetition
of clichols or emotional responses.

Students should have the opportunity to study sample articles or
speeches developed by elaborating an opinion. The teacher might select
exaNples from currect magazines or editorial pages.

(1) Teach this skillLin conjunction with basic essay organization:
topic paragraph or thesis, paragraphs with supporting judgements,
concluding paragraph or clincher. More sophisticated methods of
organization may also be taught: antithesis/thesis development,
definition/examples, comparison/contrast.

(2) Oral presentations, may involve debates or speeches. If the class
then asks questions or an opposing speaker refutes the statements
made in the presentation, students will have the opportunity ter
develop insight into clarifying vague arguments and reviewing
dubious supporting examples.

Present examples which are "loaded" rather than objetti6: for
example, the same main idea developed by someone opposed and someone
supporting the topic. This will help students to detect bias in
presenting judgements opinions.

(4) Have students study examples which are not developed with sufficient
evidence-or support, in comparison to those which are developed in
det4i1: for example, advertisements for a product compared with a
consumer report on the product.

(5) Study examples of development involving varying qualities of supprt
and complexities of opinion: for example, the editorial page of 'fa
newspaper or Ann Landers' column.

( 3 )
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SKILL: SELECTS DETAILS TO SUPPORT A VIEWPOINT

Skills that call' for persuasiveness demand a com

. mitment on the part of the student. This skill is

necessary as a prelude to teaching the idea of "thesis"

or "point of view" essential to correct essay style.

The skill package is also useful as an introduction

to debating and might. well be used as such. ..

This skill is referred to as SKILL 31 in the Assessment
t

of Written Expression reports.

1 so

I
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SKILL: SELECTS DETAILS TO SUPPORT A VIEWPOINT

Car for Sale

DW il3

EXERCISE 2: CLASSIFIED AD

The first writing you do for the newspaper is an advertisement for your

sister's'car. She has 'gone to nursing school and says if you can sell her 1965

Datsun you can keep all the money you' get over $200.00. It's a small sports

model with a stick-shift and a new paint-job: orange with a white racing stripe.

The four-cylinder engine,uses a lot of oil, but it still gets 30 miles '(50km)

to each gallon of gasoline.

Under the paint, the body is rusting away and the*Atich is worn.

However, the upholstery is good and the radio works well. There are new show

tires on the back but the front tires need replacing. There is only one crack

in the windshield and it's.on the passengers side.

ASSIGNMENT: Write a Car for Sale advertisement. Do not

lie, but include as many details as you think will help

sell the car. You can use no more than 35 words so choose

your words carefully.

1) Write a rough draft on scrap paper.

,

2) Write your finished advertisement hire)- one word in each space. Maximum
ri?

35 words.

FRASER RIVER TIMES - CLASSIFIED AD FORM
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SKILL: SELECTS DETAILS TO SUPPORTA VIEWPOINT EXERCISE 2: CLASSIT
DW 114

AD

This scale is constructed to measure a positive viewpoint. Incorrect
detail, even though it does support a viewpoint, should not be counted
as a point.

Basis of the scale: Numberoof positiire details; accuracy of information;
absence of negative details; omission of irrelevant
detailS.

Scale Point 1:

Scale Point 2:

Scale Point 3:

three or fewer positive points, stated, or includes a
great deal of negative detail. Includes inaccurate,
misleading or irrelevant details.

At least four positive points mentioned. May contain
some negative details.

At least six positive accurate jetails are presented.
No inaccuracies or irrelevant detail. Little or no
negative detail.

PROVINCIAL RESULTS (Grade 8)

Scale Points 1 2 3

Percent of
Students 27 .30 42

*The Interpretation Panel.did not reach consensus as to whether or not
Scale Point 2 represents a Minimally Acceptable level of achievement
at this grade level.

ft
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SKILL: SELECTS DETAILS TO SUPPORT A. VIEWPOINT

SCALE POINT 1
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SKILL: SELECTS DETAILS TO SUPPORT A VIEWPOINT

I

-3

11.1 116
EXERCISE 3: RECOMMENDATION

Your aunt is happy to have you work in the

store for a week. You write to tell her you are
,

abringing friend. You assure Aunt Libby. of

Chri-s's many good qualities.

The 'personal' comments under-Chris's

graduation iiictLre in last year's yearbook read

as follows:

Witty Chris, who loves to talk,
was occasionally seen hurrying,.
late for class. When the voice
of this popular member of the
Championship Swim Team was heard

.above the general roar, we heard,
"I'll NEVER Learn how to do
percentage!". Chris claims to have
"sought, held, and moved on from"
more jobs, than any other Grad this year.

Greatest Achievement to Date:
"Paying off my car."

Ambition: "To be rich and able to
do anything I please."

Interests: French and typing.

Peeeve: None.

ASSIGNMENT: rite a recommendation describing Chris's qualities in a way

that will app al to Aunt Libby as an employer and as a landlady. Be as per-

; suasive as you can, but do not say anything that is not true. You do not need

to address thetletter. Just put in the date and begin.

13,1
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SKILL: SELECTS DETAILS TO SUPPORT A VIEWPOINT EXERCISE 3: RECOMMENDATION

V

I

This scale is constructed to measure a positive viewpoint. Incorrect
detail, even though it does support',..a,viewpoint should not be counted
as a point.

Basis of the scale: NumbEir of details provided to support the viewpoint
that Chris would be suitable. The 'score' for each
paper is obtained by counting the number of positive

characteristics mentioned, and subtracting from the
total number of positive characteristics the number
of negative characteristics mentioned. For example,
a letter mentioning three positive qualities and two
negative qualities wouldreceive a score of 'one
point'. Irrelevant and invented material is to be
ignored.

Scale Point I: No positive characteristics or qualities mentioned.

Scale Point 2: Final score (i.e. balance'of positive qualities
mentioned minus negive qualities mentioned) is
one point.

Scale Point 3: Final score is two points.

Scale Point 4: Final scare is three points

Scale Point 5: Final score is four or more points.

Scale Points

PROVINCIAL RESULTS (Grade 12)

2 3

Percent of'.
Students 5 12 24

*Interpretation Panel cut-off point.

135
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SKILL: SELECTS DETAILS TO SUPPORT. A VIEWPOINT EXERCISE 3: RECOMMENDATION

SCALE POINT 1,

1,1
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SKIL SELECTS DETAILS TO SUPPOWA VIEWPOINT

SCALE POINT 4
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EXERCISE 3: 'RECOMMENDATION
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SKILL: SELECTS DETAILS TO SUPPORT A VIEWPOINT

0

SUGGESTIONS FOR TEACHING:

(1) Develbp exercises to help students recognize. positive and negative
connotations. For example, select a word such aS "car" which is
neutral and have the students-list a series of synonyms which are
loaded with posittve and negative connotations.

+ CAR

racer lemon
gem junk heap
cream puff clunker
fully loaded .bomb
deluxe .mechanjc's special
dream

4

(2) Students, using positive and negative connotations, can learn
to effectively support a,viewpoint. Preliminary debate and
discussidns can bring out both sides of an argument, after whicp

'students prepare an outline for both sides of the argument.

(3) Construct ads to sell vproduct, to change habits such as smoking,
to convince voters on the value of a particular political party,
or to promote a worthy cause.

133
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SKILL: SUMMARIZES A MAIN IDEA IN A SINGLE SENTENCE

This skill assists in the development of ati economical,

, concise style; (e.g. prcis writing, note-taking, and

paragraph and essay outlining skills).

This is also an essential skill in reading comprehension
..,

and in evaluating the clarity of an author's argument.

y

This skill is referred to as SKILL 32 in the Assessment of

Written Expression reports.
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SKILL: SUMMARIZES A MAIN IDEA IN A SINGLE SENTENCE EXERCISE 2: HOMEWORK

ti

What's the Main Ideal

As areporter you must listen to people and make

notes on what they say. To give yourself practice yob sit

in on a discussion of homework. Each student has several ideas.

You listen carefully and try to summarize, in one sentence, his

or her main idea.,

ASSIGNMENT: Read each student's comments. Try to

summarize his or her main idea in one sentence.

Rolf: I spend less time at homework this year and get more
done because I organize my time. I work one hour
after school and one hour before I go to bed. This
gives me enough time to go out or to watch television.
If you plan your time, you can get everything done
and still enjoy. yourself.

Write
Rolf's
main
idea

Gil: I don't think we should have homework at all. I

have,to take care of my younger brother and sister.
I also have to help With the cooking after school.
I don't have the time or the energy tb finish - or
sometimes even to start - my homework.

Write
Gil's
main

idea

Anna:

'Write

Anna's

main
ldea

I think we should have a little homework. We
can't do everything in class. There's not enough
time to read X11 the -stories in class and discuss"
them. We should read the stories at home. If I get
homework inother subjects, I work an hour on each.
I don't like homework, but you can't avoid it.
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SKILL: SUMMARIZES A MAIN IDEA IN A SINGLE SENTENCE EXERCISE (Z: HOMEWORK

I

Basis of the scale: Three basic considerations: effective summary;

14 satisfaction of the one sentence condition;
number of speakers whose views are satisfactorily
summarized.

Scale Point 1:

Scale Point 2:

at

None of the three viewpoints satisfactorily
summarized. One may contain the main idea, but
it is vaguely stated with interpretation required.

An attempt at summary of two or three of the view-
points but not in one sentence each.

Scale Point 3: One of the viewpoints is satisfactorily presented:
one main idea in one sentence.

Scale Point 4: . Two of the three viewpoints are satisfactorily
presented, each with the main idea in one
sentence.

Scale Point 5: All three viewpoints are satisfactorily summarized,
in one sentence each.

PROVINCIAL RESULTS (Grade 8)

Scale Points 1 2 3

Percent of
Students 18 10 35

4 5

25 11

*Interpretation Panel cut-off point.

141
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, SKILL: SUMMARIZES A MAIN IDEA IN A SINGLE SENTENCE
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EXERCISE 2: HOMEWORK
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SKILL: SUMMARILLES A MAIN IDEA IN A SINGLE SENTENCE EXER RK

0

SCALE POINT 4
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SKILL: SUMMARIZES A MAIN IDEA IN A SINGLE SENTENCE EXERCISE 3: LEAD SENTENCE

The Gauge-Gazette wants to print a report of the

hit-and-run accident. Since you were the only witness,

the editor offers to pay you to write the news story.

You remember that reporters try to summarize the main

points of a story in the opening sentence.

ASSIGNMENT: Below, write the opening sentence for your news story.

Do not write the full story: only the first sentence is needed.

4

I4

1 4-1
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SKILL: SUMMARIZES A MAIN IDEA IN A SINGLE SENTENCE °EXERCISE 3: LEAD SENTENCE

0

Note: This scale is more generilly applicable to a variety of lesson
topics than is the scale for exercise 2. The teacher Might do
well to prOduce a checklist of necessary information that is
to be included in a summary sentence so that students can
compare their sentence with an example.

Basis of the scale: Must be a single sentence; inclusion of (1)
time (2) location (3) nature of accident,
and (4) principals involved.

Scale Point 1: Misleading or contains incorrect information.
0 'Fails to address the task of summarizing.

Scale Point 2: Either not a sentence or a sentence with obvious
structural errors, OR misses two or 'more of the
required.pieces of information.

Scale Point 3: Must be a sentence. Misses only ONE required
piece of information.

Scale Point 4:

Scale Points

Must be a sentence with no serious problems with
syntax or grammar. Must provide the four pieces
of information indicated above.

PROVINCIAL RESULTS (Grade 12)

1 2 3

Percent of
Students 20 40 )0` 22

4

12

*

*The Interpretation Panel did not reach consensus as to whether or not
Scale Point 3 represents a Minimally Acceptable level of achievement
at this grade level.
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SKILL: SUMMARIZES A MAIN IDEA IN A-SINGLE SENTENCE

4

SCALE POINT 1
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SKILL: SUMMARIZES A MAIN IDEA IN A SINGLE SENTENCE

SUGGESTIONS MR TEACHING:

(1) Have students create single sentence statements of characterization,
mood, or theme of fiction being studied in class. When studying
nonfiction, have students write a single sentence statement of
the thesis or argument.

(2) Have students create single sentence statements of thesis or
arguments theses based on their reading of newspaper articles,
and other nonfiction items.

(3) Have students identify topic or thesis statements from material
they have read.

"'

1
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SKILL:: ORGANIZES DETAILS AND IDEAS

The idea of the standard paragraph structure

is only an example of ordering. The teacher

might emphasize the use of paragraph form only

insofar as it suits the needs and purposes of

his/her class.

This skill is referred to as SKILL 33 in the

Assessment of Written Expression reports.

r
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SKILL:' ORGANIZES DETAILS AND IDEAS

Cathy of C.K.G.E.

On your first day as a reporter, the editor

puts'you right to work-. The local radio station

is offering free record alblis to the first 50

students who recognize Cathy of C.K.G.E. and

challenge her by sayinti."You are Cathy ,of

C.K.G.E." The Fraser River Times has

agreed to print her description, but

they can't print her picture.

To help students identify her, you

are given this photograph and asked to

write a careful, detailed description of

what Cathy looks like an what she is

wearing.

: EXERCISE 2: 'CATHY DW 131

ASSIGNMENT: Write a detailed description of Cathyland what she is wearing.

Organize your description so that the students wil/ remember the det .

14v?



SKILL: ORGANIZES DETAILS AND IDEAS EXERCISE 2: CATHY DW 132

Basis of the scale: Organization into three clusters: physique;
face and hair; clothing.

CV

Scale Point 1: No organization - simply a list of descriptive
words and phrases.

Scale Point 2:

Scale Point 3:

One cluster developed.

Twd casters areideveloped. No more than two
'strays'.

Scale Point 4: All three clusters are present, each with complete
unity - i.e. no strays.

PROVINCIAL RESULTS (Grade 8)

Scale Points 1 2 3 4

Percent pf
Students 39 28 25 7

*The Interpretation Panel did not reach consensus as to whether or not
Scale Point 3 represents a Minimally Acceptable level of achievement
at this gra,de level.
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SKIL': ORGANIZES DETAILS AND IDEAS EXERCISE 3: DRIVER

On your third day at Gauge you are the only witness to a hit and -run

4 accident. A van, driven by a customer who had hurried froM the store,A

slammed into Chris's car:4nd then sped away.

Chris asks you to write down a detailed description of the driver as

pictured below:

4111Marr.

..OVVI,

. I

DW 134

ASSIGNMENT: Write a well-organized description of the hit-and-run driver

who is pict7d here. Include as,much detail about him as possible4,

152



SKILL: ORGANIZES DETAILS AND IDEAS EXERCISE 3: DRIVER DW 135

Basis of the scale: Evidence of an organizational strategy; unity.
No penalty for not being in paragraph form.
Point form is acceptable.

Scale Point 1: Little*or no evidence of organization.

Scale Point 2:

Scale Point 3:

Scale Points

Percent of
Students

Generally well organized. An organizational
strategy is apparent, but one item or detail
is misplaced.

Well organized in terms of some sequence, for
example, general to particular, particular to

. general, top to bottom, or face to clothing.
No 'strays'.

PROVINCIAL RESULTS (Grade 12) *

31 27 41

*to

*The rnterpretation Panel did not reach consensus as to whether or not
Scale Point 2 represents a Minimally Acceptable level of achievement
at this grade level.
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SKILL: ORGANIZES DETAILS AND IDEA§

SUGGESTIONS FOR TEACHING:

(1) Plan a party, a ance, a picnic, a ski weekend, a hike or a tour
of your town sho g maj r sites. Use enough detail that others
may follow your pla

(2) Organize a unit of instruction such as a short course in boating
(or some other activity), giving details of equipment needed,
methods of instruction, number of participants you could instruct
at any one time, etc.

(3) Write an organized plan for a research essay.

1 55
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SKILL: DISPLAYS COHERENCE AND UNITY OF TONE AND IMPRESSION

This skill requires that the student should not only construct

an impression or mood but should also sustain it by describing

appropriate objects and details. As a preliminary activity,
4

stpdents may. be asked to respond to the mood, Or impression

inherent in a given setting, object or picture. The skill may

be practiced and evaluated in conjunction with skills related

to reinforcing of moods, making of judgments:supporting through

details, and summarizing main ideas.

This skill was not assessed at the Grade 8 level..

QC,

This skill is referred to SKILL 36 in the Assessment of Written

Expression reports.

15c



SKILL: DISPLAYS COHERENCE AND UNITY EXERCISE 3: ROOM

OF TONE AND IMPRESSION

You and your friend, Chris, go to Gauge And work

in the store. In the evenings you relax in Aunt Libby's

living room. Chris doesn't like the room and calls it

"cramped, old-maidish and depressing". What kind of mood

do you get from this room? How does it make you feel?

ASSIGNMENT: Write a paragraph or two, describing your mood while

you are sitting in this room. Make reference to objects in the room

which help to create this mood.

157
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SKILL: DISPLAYS COHERENCE AND UNITY EXERCISE 3: ROOM

OF TONE AND IMPRESSION

Note: This scale leads itself to "overall impression" marking where
. the reader responds subjectively to the total work.

Basis of the scale: One dominant mood or impression established,
developed and sustained throughout.

Scale Point 1:

Scale Point 2:

Scale Point 3:

Scale Point 4:

No tone or impression established OR has more than
one tone and brings in material not relevant to
mood.

Focus is established (i.e. has a single tone) but
is not developed. May contain irrelevant material,
OR conflicting impression.within the same paragraph.

Focused - has a single tone or impression - and makes
and attempt at development, although development is
generally weak.

D14 140

Focuses on a single tcne, provides adequate development
and sustains it throughout the entire assignment. No
digressions. References throughout to the dominant
impression.

PROVINCIAL RESULTS (Grade 12)

Scale Points 1 2 3 4

Percent of

Students 18 38 31 11

*

*Interpretation Panel cut-off point.
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SKILL.. DISPLAYS COHERENCE AND UNITY OF TONE AND IMPRESSION

SUGGESTIONS FOR TEACHING:

(1) Discuss with the students the following techniques used to sustain
a stylistic tone (colloquial or formal) by:

a) sentence complexity and length

b) choice of words or diction

c) point of view - i.e. pronouns, I vs he

d) supporting details - ,.personal experience vs statistics

e) figurative language and appropriate figures of speech for
a specific tone.

(2) Write for a specific audience, creating and sustaining an appropriate
tone. Using the same facts:

a) give a description of self as seen by best friend, worst enemy,
mother, self.

(3)

b) gipe an account of a car accident a student was involved in as
defter, as he would tell ft to best friend, father, police
officer.

Write advertisements, creating unity of tone and impression. Students
should do so by choosing appropriate information, characters. (Joe
Namath vs Joe Average), symbols, colours or publication. Also have
students collect and discuss a series of ads for one product published
over a period of time (i.e. Christmas to summer holidays) in various
publications and viewing times on T..V.

(4) Speech Writing:

Read political speeches of such figures as Churchill,Kennedy,
Trudeau, Martin Luther King, Diefenbaker, Bourassa, and discuss
their use of such rhetorical devices as parallelism, repetition,
and images. Students may then prepare speeches using such
devices for effect - i.e. student council elections or book
advertisements. Students should discuss and practice such
elements of body language as gesture, facial expression and
tone of voice. These may be used fin role-playing situations,
dramatic presentations, formal speeches and debates.

(5) Adjust tone appropriately for different literary genres. Take the
same basic situation and write about it in,a poem, a short story and
a non-fiction form such as an essay or police report.

(6) Compare an original work with a parody of that work to see how tones
differ, but are consistent within each work. Try to write a parody.
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SKILL: CONVEYS PERSONALITY THROUGH SELECTED DETAILS

This skill is referred to as SKILL 39 in the Assessment

of Written Expression reports.

1c4

6
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SKILL: CONVEYS PERSONALITY THROUGH

SELCTED DETAILS

6ERCISE 2: PARENT

Parent of the Year Award f

The Fraser River Times is going to present an

award to the Parent of the Year. You know someone you think

really deserves the award. You decide to submi an entry,

describing this outstanding mother or father. You'll need

to concentrate on the parent's persoriality and give examples

of things she or he has said and done'.

ASSIGNMENT: Write about a parent (real or imagined) whom

you think is outstanding. Explain why he or she should win

the award. Be sure to give examples of things this parent

has said and done which will help to show the judges the kind

of person he or she is.

DW 144
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,SKILL: CONVEYS PERSONALITY THROUGH

SELECTED DETAILS

EXERCISE 2: PARENT DW 145

a

This scale was judged to be very reliable by markers.

..

Basis of the scale: Number of details presented to convey personality
or support generalizations.about personality.

Scale Point 1:

Scale Point 2:

r
_

Presents no more than one detail to support
generalization about or convey personality or

. personality trait.

Presents two details to support or convey person-
ality or personality traits.

t
(

.

Scale Point 3: Presents three or four details to support or convey
personality or personality traits.

Scale Point 4: Presents five details to support or convey personality
or personality traits.

Scale Point 5: Presents six or more details to support or,convey
personality or personality traits.

PROVINCIAL RESULTS (Grade 8)

Scale Points 1 2 3 -

Percent of
Students '13 .19 40

4 5

OS

*Interpretation Panel cut-off point.

123

*
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SKILL:* CONVEYS PERSONALITY THROUGH EXERCISE 3: CHARACTER

'SELECTED DETAILS
.r;s.

On your last day in Gauge, yOu notice some photographs

on.Aunt Libby's memo board. They are photograpriS of fouzpeoplps__

who are daily visitors to the store. You realize that'your first

impression of one of them was completely wrong. So that your

cousin Jan, who will take over from you, wonit.make the same

mistake, you decide to Jedve her a note.

1.

;IA

4

WV! .11,

ASSIGNMENT: Choose.one of the people in the photographs

DW 148

Write one or two paragraphs indicating what Our first

impression was And what happened to change your opinion: Describe

this person °s character as you came to know. it. Mentkoh some of the

character's actions or words which showed you his or her true personality.

1 Cu



SKILL: CONVEYS PERSONALITY THROUGH EXERCISE 3: CHARACTER

SELECTED DETAILS

ti

The basis of the scale could be re-worded to make it clearer. The scale
points are valid and reasonably easy to follow.

DW 149

Basis of the scale: Specificity of character traits mentioned and support
provided by examples of specific actions or statements:.

RdratiOn-s-hip between traits and supporting details.
'Before and after' personalities are not required;
the writer may develop or convey personality clearly
on either side of the critical incident. Vagueness
seems to be the most prevalent and serious fault.

Scale Point 1:

Scale Point 2:

Scale Point 3:

Scale Point 4:

Scale Point 5:

No judgement made at all OR judgement presented without /
support of any kind, (for example, 'He is a nice man'). //

/I

General statement (vague characteristics) with vague //
support. No specifics.

Specific judgement offered but pcior support. Vague'
relationship between trait and details used to support
it. Generally only one detail or two very weak ones
offered as support. 4

One generalization (i.e. specific judgement) offered
with reasonably good support - several details,

One or more specific character traits stated cleat'ly
and supported by specific actions or statements.
Relationship between traits and supporting details
is clear.

PROVINCIAL RESULTS (Grade 12)

Scale Points 1 2 3 4 5

Percent of
Students 10 20 24 14 8

*The Interpretation Panel did not reach a concensus as to whether
or, not Scale Point 3 represents a minimally acceptable level of
achievement for this grade level.

1 ow
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SKILL: CONVEYS PERSONALITY TiiROUGH

SELECTED DETAILS

SCALE POINT 1
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SKILL: CONVEYS PERSONALITY THROUGH

SELECTED DETAILS

SCALE-POINT 4
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SKILL: CONVEYS PERSONALITY THROUGH SELECTED DETAILS DW 152

SUGGESTIONS FOR TEACHING:

(1) Have the students describe such stereotypes as the:

a) Absent-minded professor b) Old maid teachers

c) Motorcyclist d) Rock Star

e) Physical fitness freak

through the use of words and phrases which convey impressions of
action, dress or motivation/attitude of the particular stereotype.
Caution students to look for individuality and unique personality
which separates any one person from the stereotyped image.

(2) Select a character from a literary selection who appears in an
unfavourable light. Ask the students to write a description of
that person, presenting him/her in an unfavourable light.

a) Write a supportive description of Piggy or Jack after reading
Lord of the Flies.

b) After reading Mayor of Casterbridge, have the class write a
supportive statement defending the actions of Henchard to a
jury. --/

c) The Outsiders - Compare and/or contrast Dallas's two personalities.
from the authorities' point of view and from that of his friends.

(3) Describe how you see a person in class, using only personality traits
and have other members of the class try to guess who it is.

(4) Find pictures of 3 "types" of people, i.e., alcoholic, nursing aide,
expectant father. Give setting where the categories would come
into contact with one another. In this case, try an emergency ward.
The situation could be this:

a) a nurse brings the news that the father/has had twins.

b) a wounded person is wheeled in.

_----
c) a twenty dollar bill is seen on the fldor.

Describe how each character would react.
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SKILL: ORGANIZES EVENTS IN A LOGICAL SEQUENCE

The teacher might prepare the class by emphasizing

initial and concluding activities.

4P

This skill is referred to as SKILL 42 in the Assessment

of Written Expression reports.
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SKILL: ORGANIZES EVENTS IN A LO ICAL SEQUENCE

Using a Record Player

EXERCISE 2: RECORD PLAYER

Because you have to work after school, you can't

be at your class' Spring Party, but you agree to lend your record

player. Since you don't know who will be using it and they

may not know how it works, you decide to write a set of careful

instructions. Your directions should specify all operating

instructions, including the speeds at which different records

are prayed: 45 r.p.m. for 7" records, 33 r.p.m. for 12"

records.

ASSIGNMENT: Write a set of instructions for using

the record player shown in the diagram. Make

things as clear as you can and try not to "reeve

anything wt. You may write in point form. You

do not have to write in complete sentences.

DW 154



SKILL: ORGANIZES EVENTS IN A LOGICAL SEQUENCE EXERCISE 2: RECORD PLAYER

Basis of the scale: Number of steps; logic of sequence. Steps
must be given in the order specified.

Constants: (1) plug in (2) turn on power

Variables: (these may occur in any order, but most come
BEFORE the next two constants) (a) adjust
speed (b) adjust site (c) adjust selector
knobs (d) position records

Constants: (3) set to auto/start (4) adjust volume

Scale Point 1: Four or more steps are omitted or not in the
specified sequence.

Scale Point 2: Three steps are omitted or not in the specified
sequence.

Scale Point 3: Either one or two of the'steps included in the
response are not in the specified sequence, or
two steps are omitted.

Scale Point 4: All steps mentioned are in the specific order.
No more than one step may be omitted.

PROVINCIAL RESULTS (Grade 8)

Scale Points 1 2 3 4

Percent of
Students 37 18 29 14

*

*Interpretation Panel cut-off point.
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SKILL: ORGANIZES EVENTS IN A'LOGICAL SEQ1ENCE EXERCISE 3: ATTENDANT

The Gauge Community Association asks you to complete Aunt Libby's arrange nts

for parking and admission for the Canada Day Picnic. Aunt Libby has already

arranged the schedule for the volunteers. She has put together twelve "kits"

consisting of the items you see pictured.

Each volunteer gate attendant wilt receive one of these kits. You study

the contents and decide that a precise set of instructions is needed.

i

rr

?//
?/

//t/

r
?

ADMISSION
CHARGES

Senior ,

Citizens s 1.00
Adults .

$ 2.00
Children
under 12 $ .50

Maximum charge
per car $ 5.00

PARKING s .50

ASSIGNMENT: Write a set of clear, well-organized instructions telling each

gate attendant how to use the contents of this kit.

_1 ;)



SKILL: ORGANIZES EVENTS IN A LOGICAL SEQUENCE EXERCISE 3: ATTENDANT

a

Basis of the scale: Satisfactory ordering of before, during, and
after activities.

Scale Point 1: No order and/or numerous serious omissions.

Scale Point 2: A few omissions (often fails to discuss the
before and after activities). Some steps
out of order.

Scale Point 3: Well ordered but one serious omission in the
sequence, such as directions for post-day activity.

Scale Point 4: Well ordered including before, during and final
activities. Organized in logical sequence.

PROVINCIAL RESULTS (Grade 12)

Scale Points 1 2 3 4

Percent of
. Students 12 .33 41 6

*

*Interpretation Panel cut-off point.

7

176

0
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SKILL: ORGANIZES EVENTS'IN A LOGICAL SEQUENCE
51 159

EXERCISE 3: ATTENDANT

SCALE POINT 2
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SKILL: ORGANIZESEVENTS IN A LOGICAL SEQUENCE EXERCISE 3: ATTENDANT

11.

SCALE POINT 4
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skill:: ORGANIZES EVENTS IN A LOGICAL SEQUENCE

4
aVe-,.

V a
.

SUGGESTIONS TOR TEACHINGS':
.. -

,,
7 .

(1) irtually any "How 'to.\" exercise is appropriate to either
. scale. Examples might incl

. .

---

lb:

.a) How to care for'a neighbor's house. while he/she is on
. vacation,

* 4, / .

%

b) How to build a dog house, etc. with emphasis on preparation
. and clean-up-activities.

lo*

9

(2) The standard exercise of scrapbling sentences in a paragraph and
extracting'transitional devices is quite useful, Students rebuild
the paragraph providing order and transitions.

-*In junior grades tran-Sitions might only be time order words such
as: beforb, next;-finally: At the senior levels provide instruction
in sophisticated time order transitions which use such devices as

rrepetition and sUbordination. *"'"

o '

O x

17D

4
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NARRATIVE EXPOSITO Y WRITING

The Narrative and Expository Writing exe ses were designed to elicit
frowttudents a composition several paragr s in length. /When the
-student responses to these exercises (also led Global Wilting exercises)
were assessed, the first rating atsigned ref acted the overall effectiveness
of the story or argument. This type of grading is also called holistic
marking. Later, these essays were re-examined\for certain specific skills
required in longer pieces of writing. This was accomplished using a number,
of "subscales". Both types of scales are inclu d in this package.

This package of materials contains:

1. Narrative Exercises 2 and 3.

2. Expository Exercises 2 and 3.

3. Marking scales for measurin overall effecti eness of a piece
of narrative or expositOry riting, together with satilples of
student responses for each scale poi t.

4. Marking scales for assessi g certa specifi writing skills,
along with sample papers f each cale poin

5. Suggestions for fostering creativity and com telice in student
writing.

Pleake note that specific grade level reference has,b en minimized to permit
more flexible use of the materials. The exercises, 5 ales, and sample papers
have been labelled as follows:

Exercise 1 - Corresponding to Grade 4 (not included in this package)

Exercise 2 - Corresponding to Grade 8

Exercise 3 -- Corresponding Grade 12

For the purposes of the pr incial assessment, students were allowed the
choice of a narrative expository topic and were alloted approximately
55 minutes in which o write their essays.

READ THE BOOKLET ENTITLED GENERAL INTRODUCTION BEFORE

USING ANY OF THESE MATERIALS WITH YOUR CLASSES.



NARRATIVE `ANVEXPOSITORY WRITING 1

4

r

EXERCISE 2 N/E ,2

On the following pages you will find two situations

described. One of these asks for your opinions; the other

gives you the chance to Ifite a story. Read both, and then

choose either the discussion or the story, whichever interests

you more.

If you like to begin with an outline, feel free to

make one. We'suggest you write on one side of the page,

using every other line. You will be told when time is

running out, and allowed five minutes at he end to

check what you have written.

REMEMBER: Do only one assignment.

1

1

sil



NARRATIVE WRITING

What's the Story'

EXERCISE 2: PEOPLE

Problems are a part of life. Everyone faces them

almost every day. SometiMes problems are large but often

they are small: something we need or would like to have

something we don't want to do, or something we forget

to do. Sometimes it is another person who is making us

or we are making them angry! Whatever the problem is, it

makes a story.

tl

ASSIGNMENT: Look at the people in the 7.J'OtCCrark'

on the next page. Each of. them has a r,rctie.

Choose the one person you wart to write abot,t

decide what the proble- S. %ow wrIt sc."In,3

about this person, the proble'', and the s-,1ti',;r

You may add any other characters you need.

,rf to r-ake your characters a''.!

as possible.

E

1.Qf

4

N/E 3



NARRATIVE WRITING

What's the Story?

EXERCISE 2: PEOPLE

Problems are a part of life. Everyone faces them

almost every. day. Sometimes problems are.large but often

they are small: something we need or would like to have,

something we don't want to do, or something we forget

to do. Sometimes it is another person who is making us sad

or we are making them angry! Whatever the problem is, it

makes a story.

ti

.7111f.

,_2411k,

ASSIGNMENT: Look at the people in the photographs: Each of them

has a problem. Choose the one peerson you want to write abdut and

decide what the
y
problem is. Now write a story telling about this

person, the problem, and the solution. You may add any other

characters you need.

Try to make your characters and story as realistic as possible.

18C.

N/E 4

t.



EXPOSITORY WRITING EXERCISE 2: TELEVISION N/E 5

Writing an Opinion

Teenagers make up one of the largest groups

who watch television. Some people think teenagers,

'especially those between 12 to 14 years of age will

watch anything. Do you believe this? Or are there

special kinds of shows that you and your friends like

to watch?

If you were asked by a TV company to give your

opinion on the type of show teenagers would like to see,

what kinds of main characters would you suggest? What

kinds of things should happen to them? Where might they

live?

ASSIGNMENT: Imagine that you have been asked to

asvise a TV -company about a new show for teenage

audiences. In your opinion, what kinds of

characters should be in the story? Where and

when should it take place? Explain why you th rlk

your show would appeal to teenagers.



NARRATIVE AND EXPOSITORY WRITING EXERCISE 3 N/E 6

On the following pages you will find two
situations described. One asks you to write a story;
the other gives you a chance to write an opinion essay.
Read both situations, and then choose either the story
or the essay, whichever interests you more.

Yob will be told when time is running out,
and allbwed five minutes at the end to proof read. If
you like to begin with an outline feel free to make
one. We suggest you write on one side of the page,
using every other line.

, REMEMBER: Write about only one

of the topics given'



NARRATIVE WRITING ' EXERCISE 3: CHARACTER ,.N/E 7

7---.._

Situation One: Story Writing

AMMAgang4
.4,40:4k:c.N414.

;AP

This is a photograph of a person yo4 know
very well -- perhaps a relative, perhaps a friend.
Yon are going to write a story in wh'i'ch this person
is a major character. First try to "see" your .

character in the picture frame. Now think of this
person in a particular place or setting,..at a
particular time of day. Your character is feeling
a certain, mood remorseful, excited, depressed, or
any-other mood you select.

ASSIGNMENT: Write a story in which something happens to this character

that causes a sharp change of mood. Try to write a story which shows your

character as a real person, reacting in a real situation.

ti

1 89

1).



EXPOSITORY WRITING

r

I

EXERCISE 3: SPORT

Situation Two: Opinion Essay

Each time the Olympic Games or the Commonwealth

Games are in the planning stages, the organizing committee

is urged o include new events, such as synchronized

. swimming o rhythmic gymnastics. One'of the questions

then facin the committee is whether or not such events

are in fact "sports".

People engage in many leisure activities ranging

from chess, backgammon, and jogging, to drag-racing,

tennis, and lacrosse. Whether any of these is a "sport"

depends on what one thinks is involved in a sport.

ASSIGNMENT: Develop your definition of "sport". Discuss the things

which, in your opinion, determine whether some activity, is, or is not,

a sport. You may wish to say which game or activity you think comes

closest to being a perfect sport, and why:

N/E 8



NARRATIVE WRITING

.(SCALED FOR OVERALL EFFECTIVENESS)
/

/

using the following scales and samples of student writing

please make reference to the test exercises, which are re-

V
produCed on pages N/E2 - N/E3 of this package.

Both the scales and scale discussion are extremely valuable

for both teaching and evaluation purposes. They should be

applicable to a wide variety of instructional situations.
..%

Ailthough both scales have nine scale points, there is no example

in either case for scale point 9. This is due to the fact, that

none of the_papers which were graded on three separate occasions

(

seemed to fit the very high demands of that scale point (at least

in the judgements of all three markers).

This skill is referred to as SKILL 60 at the grade 8 level and SKILL

70 at the.grade 12 level in the Assessment of Written Expression

reports.

/

19'A.
.3.

N/E 9
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NARRATIVE WRITING (OVERALL EFFECTIVENESS)

DISCUSSION OF NARRATIVE SCALE

EXERCISE 2: PEOPLE

General: Is there evidence of originality and competence in thd
introduction, development and resolution of a probled?
Some attempt at characterization should occur.

t
Specific points'to consider would include:

A. Character:

1. Has the writer established a 'living' character?

. B. Plot:

1. Has a story beerOtold?
2. Are the situations real?
3. Is there evidenceof originality?
4: Does something happen?
5. Is the resolution consistent with the int%ductton

and development?
6. Is there a feeling of satisfaction with the ending?
7. Is there a cohesion of unity, in-the plot development?

C. Use .of language:

1. Is there evidence of variety 'And.sophistication in
word choice?

2. Are trite and cliched images.andexpressing avoided?
3. Is dialogue used effectively where appropriate?
4. Are repetition,and'wordiness avoided?

D. Style:

1. Is the use of conversation as the narrative style,Avoided?
2. Do sentences display variety in structure?
3. Is dialogue used effectively where appropriate?
4. Are repetition and wordiness avoided?

E. Other eleMents:
*. #A..eg,

1. Mechanical competence.

NO1E: Not all of these would be-expected at this grade level, Wt

0some would hccur,In'sliPerior nafTative writing.
.

.1. " °W ti

A

0.

N/E 10

A



NARRATIVE WRITING (OVERALL EFFECTIVENESS) EXERCISE 2: PEOPLE
4

SCALE FOR NARRATIVE WRITING

Prior to assigning these exercises, students require practice in attempting
to addresPspecific topics.

Scale Point 1: Either incomprehensible OR ro attempt to addresS the topic.

Scale Point 2: Minimal attempt to tell a story. Mechanical problems are
Occessive. Serious problems with coherence and unity.
Comprehension difficult.

Scale Point 3: Either attempts to tell a story, but style is ineffective and
mechanical problems excessive rendering comprehension difficult
,OR mechanically satisfactory but fails to tell a story.,

Scale Point4: "Attempts to tell a story. Reasonably cleat, but no evidence
of owiginality. Lapses in unity and coherence.

Scale Point 5: Content is fairly thin although there is some attempt at origin-

o'r ality. A story is told with evidence of coherence, unttY and
reasonable command of the language. Style tends to be/conver-
sational. Some problems with mechanics most often in spelling
and sentence structure. Sentences lack control and variety.
Often wordy and repetitious.

Scale Point 6: Evidence of originality. Good use of detail. Some attempt at
characterization. However, contain problems with unity, coherence
and mechanics.

N/E 11

Scale Point 7: Workmanlike: Written with clarity and Organization but not a great
deal of originality. No serious errors. Use of mechanics and

4
writing style acceptable. Character(s)may be realistic, but
problem and its development and resolution pedestrian.

Scale Point 8: Well developed narrative. Generally, the introduction is effective
although the resolution may not be strong. Some attempt at
charactehzation. Vocabulary, style and mechanics above average
for grade level. r

Scale,Point 9; Establishes a realistic character with an interesting problem.
Eyid*ce of originality. The conclusion is effective, and may have
an .0(teresting'twist. The ending is 'honest' in terms of development.
Good paragraph structure and organization. Precision in'use of
language. No serious mechanical flaws. Shows a great deal-of

- promise as a writer.

\PROVINCIAL RESULTS (Grade 8)

Scale Points 1- 2 3 4

Pertent of
Students 3 10 15 16 .

A

5 6 7 8 9

20 12 12 8 1

*Interpretation Panel cut-off point.
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NARRATIVE WRITING (OVERALL EFFECTIVENESS)

SCALE POINT 4

EXERCISE 2: PEOPLE NjE 13
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NARRATIVE WRITING (OVERALL EFFECTIVENESS)

DISCUSSION OF NARRATIVE SCALE

EXERCISE 3: CHARACTER N/E 18

General: Is there development of character, conflict and mood through
effective use of language?

Specific points to consider would include:

A. Mood:

1. Is a mood established and maintained?

B. Character:

1. Has the writer established a 'living' character?
2. Is there development of the ch4racter?
3. Is 'sufficient motivation provided to explain shifts in

mood or character?

C. Plot:

1. Has a story been told?
2. Are the situations real?

,3. Is there a sense of actiion or drama?
4. Is the story interestiril?
5. Is there honesty, power and logic in the ending?.

D. Use'of language:

1. Is there evidence of sophisticated word selection?
2. Does the writer use language effectively to establish a tone

consistent with the story being told?
3. Are prosaic diction and clichgd images avoided?
4. Is there effective Use of figurative language and imagery?

E. Other elements-to consider:

1. Mechanical competence.
2. .Effective sentence construction.
3. Sense of organization and cohesion.

NOTE: Not all of the above points would be required in a good narrative,
but some should occur.

2

C



NARRATIVE WRITING (OVERALL EFFECTIVENESS) EXERCISE 3: CHARACTER

SCALE FOR NARRATIVE WRITING' -I

iN /E 19

Scale Point 1: Either.a totallack of effort or totally incoherent writing..
No involvement fn assignment evident.

Scale Point 2: An underdeveloped story, poorly written. Proliferation of
mechanical errors.

Scale Point 3: 'Average writing skillS are displayed.in an underdeveloped story.
,AOR pparent absence of ideas o' lack lgf effort. No length:

A longer story showing some devejopment but containing a clearly
unacceptable number of errors.

Scale-Point 4: A trite story with some development. Mechanics and structure
minimally acceptable. .

Scale Point 5: Reasonably well written shallow story indicating no depth in
character or plot.
OR

Story engaged reader's interest but contains several mechanical
errors including serious sentence faults.

Scale Point 61 Clear attempt at a narrative with,plot,developmeni and.plausIbility,
but,contains pne or more majoor mechanical errors- .

OR
,, .

Mechanically competent, but insufficient sense7of story, sLacks
excitement or interest. .--

Scale Point 7:

Scale Point 8:

Scale. Point 9:

Scale Points

Percent of
Students

Some sense of drama and interest in the story line although there
is an overall prosaic quality to the story. Language is pedestrian
and nqn-innovative. May contain some minor mechanical errots.

Escitement in style and content, but minor flaws are apparent in
continuity, mechanics or diction.

Narrative displays realism, plausibility and honesty in story line,
character and mood shifts. No mechanical or syntactical errors.

PROVINCIAL RESULTS (Grade 12) t

1 2 3 4 5 6 8 9

7 9 16 18 21 9 6 1

*Interpretation Panel cut-off point.

I
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NARRATIVE WRITING (OVERALL EFFECTIVENESS) EXERCISE.3: CHARACTER N/E 20
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SCALE POINT 1
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NARRATIVE WRITING (OVERALL EFFECTIVENESS)

SCALE PIT 4'
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NARRATIVE WRITING (OVERALL EFFECTLVENESS) EXERCISE 3: CHARACTER

SCALE POINT 6
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NARRATIVE WRITING (OVERALL EFFECTIVENESS)

SCALE POINT 6 (cont'd)

EXERCISE 3: CHARACTER N/E 26
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NARRATIVE WRITING (OVERALL EFFECTIVENESS)

SCALE POINT 7
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NARRATIVF'WRITING_OVERALL EFFECTIVENESS)

. SCALE POINT 8
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NARRATIVE WRITING (OVERALL EFFECTIVENESS) .EXERCISE 3: C}ARACTER N/E 29

'SCALE POINT 8 (cont'd)
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NARRATIVE WRITING (OVERALL EFFECTIVENESS)

.4

SUGGESTIONS FOR TEACHING:

N/E 30

(1) In order to deeelop sense of s.eguence/coherence, scramble the order of
sentences or events of familiar fairy tales and have studepts rearrange
them to create a variety of plot structures - for example, with the
,climax at the beginning of the story or at the very end. Discuss the
differing results.

(2) Build class stories by having each student adding one more sentence to
the preceding sentences.

(3) Read short stories which have dramatic plots or strong characterizatiNt.
and discuss each author's innovations in plot structure and characterizatio

(4) Write short dialogues which describe a series of actions, i.e. Two girls
discussing one of their dates or two boys discussing a football game.
his exercise is good for tone, mood and sequence.

(5) Read/give on mimeo the opening few paragraphs of a successful author's
story which establish the main character and central problem. Ask
students to write the rest of the story developing the situation as
they think it would be resolved. This is good for a number of specific.

. applications: is the characterization couistentwith the opening im-
pression? Does the plot deal plausibly with the conflict? Is the
vocabulary consistent with.word usage in the opening? Consistent
sentence structure (complexity, length, etc.)? Are images (if any)
carried through?

- Teacher may read aloud A selection of stories from the class
work and ask students to discuss the relative effectiveness
of various stories.

Discuss in comparison with author's original story.

(6) Deal w th alternative topics such as a conflict with another person,
famil member, someone in authority, or internal conflict over a
dec$ ion involving a- course of action which is morally questionable
but pleasurable.

tf"
(7) Students may also-be involved as markers/editors for the stories of others

using one of the scales presented here.
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3

EXPOSITORY WRITING

(SCALED FOR OVERALL EFFECTIVENESS)

In using the following scales and samples of tudent writing please

make reference to the hest exercises, which are reproduced on pages

\-S
N/E2 2 N /E8 of this package.

I

'Both the scales and scale discussions are extremely valuable for both.

teaching and evaluation purps. They shoul e applicable to a

wide variety of instructional situations.

Although both scales have nine scale points, there is no example in

either case 'for scale point 9. This isiplue to the fact that none of

7---"

the ipapers which were graded on three separate occasions seemed to fit

the very high demands of the scale point (at least, in'the judgements

'of all three markers):

Note: There are a number of skills within the Directed Writing Skills

package that arexelated to the development of essays. Teachers flay

want to have theff''students work in some of the specific skill areas

before proceeding to-the longer essay.

This skill is referred to as SKILL 60 at the grade 8 1eVel and as

SKILL 70 at the grade 12 level in theeAssessment of WNtten Expression

reports.

213
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EXPOSITORY WRITING (OVERALL°,EFFECTIVENESS) EXERCISE 2: TELEVISION N/E 32

DISOUSSION Ce'EXPOSITORY SCALE .\

General: Is a convincing argument or substantiated opinion clearly

Presented?

Specific points to consider would include:

A. Development:

1: Is there evpence of organization?

2. Does the c4Mposition inclUde an effective introduction and

conclusion? ft

3. Is there evidence of thoughtfulness and originality in development

of the topic?
4. Are generalizations with appropriate supporting detail introduced

to address the topic?

5. Is there some evidence of commitment to the topic?

6. Does the writer arrive at logical ,conclusions?

7. Is there evidence of critical thought?

8. Are transitional devices employed?

9. s there evidence of coherence and unity?

B. Use of language:

1. Does word choice indicate clarity of thought?

2. Is an appropriate level of vocabulary attempted?

3. Is 'ready-made' language avoided?

C. style:

,l. Is there an attempt to use a variety of sentence structures?

2. Is there appropriate use of subordination and co-ordination?

the 'conversational' style avoided?

4 Is inappropriate use of the second person ('you') avoided?

D. Other elements to consider:

1. Mechanical competence.

NOTE: Not all of these points are required but several would occur in an

outstanding composition at this level.

4
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EXPOSITORY WRITING (OVERALL EFFECTIVENESS)

Scale Point 1:

Scale Point 2:

Scale Point 3:

Scale Point 4:

Scale Point 5:

Scale Point 6:

voa

SCALE FOR EXPOSITORY WRITING

EXERCISE TELEVISION N/E 33

4

Either no serious attempt to address the topic OR.in-

comprehenqible.

Attempts to address the topic'but content 'thin' - few ideas

presented - AND mechanical problems are excessive. Serious

problems with coherence and unity. Comprehensial4lifficult.

Either attempts to make a statement, but style ineffective and

mechanical problems excessive.
OR
Virtually ner content, but style and mechanics are reasonable.

Serious attempt to address the topic, but no evidence of

originality or maturity. Often serious roblems-4in organization

'and development. 4<k ...fluency: Freq n wordy.

Content fairly thin although there is 'some minimal evidence of

originility. Gewalizations are somewhat pedestrian, but are YJ

presented withaOme support. Awarenes( of style and fluency

apparent. Acceptable command of langualge for grade level. Some

problems'with,unity and coherence. May rely on 'conversational'

style inappropriately. Arguments tend to be somewhat flawed -

unconvincing,or illogical.

Either shows maturity of thought or originality, but contains

excessive problems relating to coherence, unity and mechanics.

OR
Little evidence of maturity or originality, but organization,

vocabulary and mechanics satisfactory:

Scale Poi t 7: Some maturity of thought but not a great deal of orginality.

Good use of detail and specificity with vocabulary above
average. Written with clarity and evidence of paragraphing

7 '
and organization. Writing style and use of mechanics acceptable.

of
Scale Point 8: Originality and maturity of thought evident. Opinions are sub-

stantiaged. Fluent. Style and usage satisfactory with infrequent

errors. May contain minor lapses in organization and development.

Scale Point 9: Shovis a great deal of promise as -a writer'.. Thesis or Antral

idea is effectively presented, developed and concluded. Good

paragraph structure and organization. Originality and critical

thought apparent. Evidence of a 'sense-of styj.e.' in sentence

structuring. No serious mechanical flaws and minimal stylistic

flaws.

Scale Points

Percent of

Students

PROVINCIAL .RESULTS (Grade 8)

1 2 3 4 5

9 15 20 16 , 14

6, \7 8 9

13 9 3 0

*
*Interpretation Panel cut-off point. 21 5



EXPOSITORY WRITING (OVERALL EFFECTIVENESS) \

SCALE POINT 1

IP11.7:0",
IPP.M11117r

EXERCISE 2: TELEVISION N/E 34

S

SCALE POINT 2

Jam. tr,t1 d r. ...
pftt

SCALE POINT 3
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EXPOSITORY WRITING - {OVERALL EFFECTIVENESS)

44-
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SCALE POINT 5
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EXPOSITORY WRITING (OVERALL EFFECTIVENESS)
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EXPOSITORY WRITING (OVERAL EFFECTIVENESS) EXERCISE 3: SPORT

DISCUSSION OF EXPOSITORY SCALE

General: Is there a thesis or central idea substantial enough
to carry the essay, with points introduced developed
so that there is a sense of completion or resolution?
Is there clear evidence of a convincing argument or
substanttAted opinion?

Specific points to consider:

A. /Development:

1. Is there an appropriate pattern of organization such as

definition and example, general to specific, speciffc td
general?-

2. Is there evidence of depth in development of topic?
3. Are topic sentences employedqn effective locations?
4. Is there effective use of transitional deviceV
5. Is the Ievidence of effective use of examples in

of 0,pinions---ar generalizations?

char' /An difrentiation between examples
n4x es?

7. Are co fectively employed as defitionaldevices?

B. Use of Language:

1. Does word choice indicate clarity of thought and definition?
2. Is there evidence R$ a sophisticated vocabulary?

C. Style:

1. Is there evidence of sophistication in style?
2. Has redundancy been avoided both in terms of sheer

repetition and in terms of repetition of similar sentence
types? , .

3. Have"to-ordination and subordination been effectively
employed?

4. Is inappropriate use of the second person pronoun ('you')
avoided?

D. Other elements to consider:

1. Mechanical competence.

NOTE: Not all of the above points should be required, but some
of these would occur in a well-controlled exposition.
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EXPOSITORY WRITING (OVERALL,EFFECTIVENESS) EXERCISE 3: SPORT N/E,1-2

Scale Point 1:

Scale Poet 2:

Scale Point 3:

Scale Point 4:

Scale Point 5:

Scale Point 6:

Scale Point 7:

Scale Point 8:

Scale Point 9:

Scale Points

. Percent of
Students

SCALE FOR EXPOSITORY WRITING

Not a serious attempt. May be so brief as to be unassessable,
or not attempted. May be almost aTl errors.

Very little development. Lacks elemental clarity. Attempts
to react to the topic, but mechanical errors are so severe
and numerous that meaning is seriously obscured.

Serious confusion regarding intended meaning. Comprehension
is difficult. There may be a failure to address the topic,
or a serious lack of unity. Generally contain excessive run-.
on sentences and sentence fragments.

Some basic organization is apparent and there is at least
minimal evidence of unity and coherence. However, handling
of language is neither sophisticated nor competent, and
mechanical errors are frequent.

Although there is a lack of development, some examples are
used with some effectiveness. Some attempt at unity, but
generally unsuccessful, and the composition lacks fluency.
Includes several awkward sentences and frequent mechanical
errors, but meaning of the passage is not seriously obscured.

Generally pedestrian in use of language and development of
ideas. The tone is often 'chatty',.casual and familiar with
inappropriate use of 'you' frequent. Organization is loose
with some breakdown in unity and coherence. Insufficient (

use of transitional devices. May contain a few serious
mechanical problems such as faulty pronoun agreement.

Composition is fluent and there is a ,sense of development.
However, contains some mechanical errors and occasional
awkwardness in sentence structure and lacks precision in
diction.

Displays unity and coherence, but several minor mechanical errors
may be present. Good control of language and sense of para
graphing. Tend to be subject to a minor degree of imbalance
due to over-emphasis, digressions etc.

A senseiof style is evident. Use of 1 nguage is fluent
and precise with no slang or colloquial 0111except
for effect. Central idea is throughly develop d. No

mechanical errors with the exception of occasi nal minor
or very subtle flaws.

PROVINCIAL RESULTS (Grade 12)

1--

5

/2

8

3

14

4

19

5

16

6

13

7

13

8

9

9

2

*The Interpretation Panel could not reach consensus as to whether or not scale point
6 represents a minimally acceptable level of achievement for this grade level.
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EXPOSITORY WRITING (OVERALL EFFECTIVENESS) EXERCISE 3: SPORT N/E 45
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EXPOSITORY WRITING (OVERALL EFFECTIVENESS) N/E 49

1

SUGGESTIONS FOR TEACHING:
dti

(1) Give other topics which are suitable for development by giving
definitions:

a) very concrete objects or events: war, a rocket, a well-balanced
meal, a good school.

b) abstract terms for more mature or sophisticated writers: friend-
ship, love, imagination, wit.

(2) Newspaper assignemt: have students select an item of some current
interest either to the specific community, (the school,,the town)
or to the country's social, moral or political concerns. They may
then write a "letter to the editor" or an editorial which represents
their opinion and reaction to the item.

(3) Prepare a defence of a particular law or statement explaining why
&law should be changed or abolished. This assignment may depend
on age/grade level/sophistication'. The "law" may be anything from
family rules governing the child's behaviour, to a school rule, to
a law applying to society in general.

(4) Have students write personal opinions on,babysitting, drinking,
smoking, drugs, late dates, anything-that will elicit a
judgement eigher pro or con. tiey must follow up with defending
reasons.

(5) Use newspaper editorials as examples of "opinions" and contrasting
view points. Have students present "opinion" papers onatypical
subjects to the class:

a) start by explaining situations/problems.

b) solutions to problems.

c) defense/reasons.

c) results.

231



I.

NARRATIVE AND EXPOSITORY WRITING

(SUBSCALE FOR ORGANIZATION)

When assessing student writing:competencies, you will }find

that organization can-be isolated and evaluated separately

from the other components of composition. However, the

organization of a short compOsition is djfficult to scale

unless its thesis is clearly defined, developed and, resolved.

Look at the examples of student responses to familiarize your-

self not only with the scale points but with the various leVels

of demonstrated ability:. In applying this (or any other) scale,

continually remind yourself that the scale refers only to the

specific component being evaluated and not to the composition as

a whole.

In using the,following scales and samples of student writing please

make reference to the test exercises, which are reproduced on pages

N/E2 - N/E8 of this package.

This skill is referred to as SKILL 61 at the grade 8 level and es

SKILL 71 at the grade 12 level in the Assessment of Written Expression

reports.

232
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NARRATIVE AND EXPOSITORY WRITING: SUBSCALE FOR ORGANIZATION EXERCISE 2 .N/E 51

C

#

Basis, of the scale: Pr sentdtion Of an idea (thesis; topic Qr problem) which
systematically dev'eloped and resolved or concluded.

Scale Point 1: No'organization evident. Reference to thesis or topic
typically vague oe'omitted. Lack of sequence.- Relationship
of elements obscured- conclusion may have no relation to
topic -or, development. Little or no attempt at transition
("and and .,. and then ..." typical). Inappropriate or
no paragraphing:

Scale Point 2:- Some organization apparent, although lapses\i`n unity and
coherence otcur. 'Conclusion may fail to relatein intro-
duction and. development. Topic may not be clear. Often
evidence of problems in paragraphing.

Scale Point 3: Theiis,,development and conclysion evident but relatiolihip
may be awkwardly handled. Lapses in unity. Paragraphing 0
often inappropriate or lacking.

Scale Point 4: Thesis, development and conclusion evident and systematiCally
related. Paragraphing appropriate. Each paragraph displays
unity and coherence.

PROVINCIAL RESULTS (Grade 8)

Sca(Nints 1 2

-4' Percent of'
Students 29 34

4

29 8

**Interpretation Panel cut-off point.
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NARRATIVE AND EXPOSITORY WRITING: SUBSCALE FOR ORGANIZATION EXERCISE 2 N/E
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NARRATIVE AND EXPOSITORY WRITING: SUBSCALE FOR oRGANIZATION EXERCISE 3 N/E 54

Organization: Is an ordehng strategy carried out? Is there effective dis-
tribution of material over introduction, development and
conclusions? Is there a commitment to the topic, with development
occurring within the boundaries o that.topic and with a sense
of balance or proportion. (For ex 'pie, in the narrative, is

:....ti'thpjudecanflict at the cost of the poor development of
nge, or in the exposition, is the subject/matter defined as

having three facets, but only one of these discussed at length?).

Cohesion.: Implies effective use of paragraphing of repetition of words or
ideas to adjust reader to the topic, of transition aids and uni-
fiers, of repeating phrases of effect, and of use of adverbial
conjunctions between, sentences iiidFiragraphs. *

Scale Point 1: No apparent structure. Topic of thesis difficult to discern.
Relationship of material to topic and/or conclusion obscure.,
Often lacks conclusion. Few successful attempts at use of \

transition devices. Lack of sequence. Either no paragraphing
or inappropriate paragraphing. Difficult for the reader to follow. #

Little apparent commitment to topic. "Empties his head".

Scale Point 2: Ideas organized to, some extent, but frequent lapses occur. Topic
may not be clear. Relevance of material may be obscu're. Conclusion

may fail to relate to introduction and development. Lapses in

unity and transition make the passage difficult for the reader to
folloW. Problems in paragraphing.

,$

Scale Point 3: Some organization apparent, although there may be inconsistencies.
Lapses in unity and transition, but does not require great deli-
beration to follow. Presence of introduction, development and
conclusion, but may be awkwardly handled. Conclusions may fail to
synthesize communication.

Scale Point 4: Organizational strategy apparent and generally consistent. May be
some lapses in ity or failure in smooth transition between
sentences andr) r agraphs, or may be somewhat lacking in balance or
proportion. Ma not have material effectively distributed among
introduction, development and conclusion.

Scale Point 5: Organizational strategy apparent and consistent, successful
attempt to use structure for effect. No lapses in unity or co-
herence. "Flows smoottily" leading the reader easily from
introduction of the topic, through development to conclusion.

PRO;INCIAL RESULTS' (Grade 12)

Scale PcItnts 1 2 3 4 5

Percent of
Students 4, 8 28 36 22 4

*Interpretation Panel cut-off point.
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NARRATIVE AND EXP&SITORY WRITING: SUBSCALES FOR ORGANIZATION
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NARRATIVE AND EXPOSITORY WRITING: SUBSCALE FOR ORGANIZATION EXERCISE 3

SUGGESTIONS FOR TEACHING:

(1) Transition devices: prepare a checklist(er chart to give students.

a) list signal words for orders of time, place, importance

b) list words to show shift in point of view (however, although,
on the other hand)

c) list words to show additional points on one topic (in addition,
also, as well as)

d) use one central image or metaphor to develop abstract ideas

e) create a main character whose viewpoint is used throughout

f) use pronoun references with clear antecedents to tie together

g) repeat and re-state topic sentence idea

(2) Pre-teaching of paragraph development must be done in order to ensure
that studehts have a common background before their compositions are
scaled.

N/E 58

a)/ the class may discuss teacher-made outlines. Teachers and class
then compose outlines together, and this leads to individual out-
lines on given topic.

(3) An alternative to outlining prior to writing is outlining after a draft
copy has been written. In order to do this effectively, students should
double or triple space their first drafts, and write at least 20% more
than they will eventually submit in'thei'r final copy. Students then
search for the organization inherent in their draft copy, provide topic
sentences and extend-whatever support is necessary. It is often convenient
to use a coding system to identify their "new" organization to facilitate
rewriting. Students should then be shown how to establish a concise,
unified style using subordination and transitions, and eliminating wordiness
and faulty repetition.

de

(4) The "Five by Five" essay outline.

a) Paragraph number one - Introductory paragraph

(i) Thesis or essay topic, statement

(ii) Supporting idea number one

(iii) Supporting idea number two

Supporting idea number. three

v) Clincher sentence; based on thesis statement

y
b) Paragraph number two - develop supporting idea number one in

paragraph one

(i) Topic Sentence

(ii) Supporting idea number one

(iii) Supporting idea number two
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4.

(iv) Supporting idea number three

(v) Clincher sentence based on topic sentence

Paragraph number three - develops supporting idea number three
in paragraph one

- development as in paragraph two

Paragraph number four - develops supporting idea number three
in paragraph one

- development as in paragraphstwo

Paragraph number five - develops the clincher sentence (conclusion,
summary) of pth-agrapil number one - developed as in paragraph two.



NARRATIVE AND EXPOSITORY WRITING

(SUBSCALE FOR SENTENCE STRUCTURE AND USAGE)

Many of the Directed Writing skills and much of the proofreading

section can be used in conjunction with this subscale. Many of

the prescribes textbooks can also be used as resource materials

for this skill.

In using the "following scales and samples of student writing please

make reference to the test exercises, which ire reproduced on pages

N/E2 N/E8 of this paCkage.

This skill is referred to as SKILL 62 at the grade 8 level and as

SKILL 72 at the grade 12 level in the Assessment of Written Expression

reports.
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NARRATIVE AND EXPOSITORY WRITING: SUBSCALE FOR

SENTENCE STRUCTURE AND USAGE

EXERCISE 2 N/E 61

Basis of the scale: Frequency and severity of errors. Length of compostion
must be considered. .It is important to realize that when
using this sub-scale, style is not to be considered in
the scaling. A clear, simp4, straight-forward sentence
may receive top marks.

Errors of major concern: Run-on sentences, punctuation, sen fragments, in-
appropriate or awkward subordination; s 114-a'Verb
agreement.

Other (Minor) errors:

Concerning punctuation:

Scale Point 1:

Scale Point 2:

Scale Point 3:

'Scale Point 4:

(some tolerance for these) modification problems,
pronoun reference faults; redundance, faulty parallelism.

End of sentence punctuation and dialogue punctuation
are considered major while within sentence errors
(generally commas) are not.

Comprehension of the passage is difficult because of the
proliferation of errors of different types. No sense of
'sentence control' entire composition may, for instance
be one run-on sentence.

Several types of major errors are repeated frequently,
usually accompanied by several minor errors. Little

evidence of "sentence sense". Requires some deliberation
or re-reading on the part of the reader.

Several types of major errors or frequent repetition of
one major error. Often contain frequent instances of run-
on sentences and inappropriate co-ordination (i.e. failure
to subordinate). Comprehension not difficult.

One or two major errors or several minor errors. Com-

prehension not affected.

Scale Point 5: No major errors. May contain one or two minor problems.

PROVINCIAL RESULTS (Grade 8)

Scale Points 1 2 3 4 5

Percent of
Students 10 16 35 26 13

*Interpretation Panel cut-off point.
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NARRATIVE AND EXPOSITORY WRITING: SUBSCALE FOR

SENTENCE STRUCTURE AND USAGE

SCALE POINT 1

1
X.41. <4 4,,..Jindweliow.

24..;ut

SCALE POINT 2

\,EXERCISE 2

1

N/E 62
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NARRATIVE AND EXPOSITORY WRITING: SUBSCALE FOR

SENTENCE STRUCTURE AND USAGE
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NARRATIVE AND EXPOSftORY WRITING: SUBSCALE FOR EXERCISE 2 ,

ti

SENTENCE STRUCTURE. AND USAGE

SCALE POINT 4
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NARRATIVE AND EXPOSITORY WRITING: SUBSCALE FOR XERCISE 3

SENTENCE STRUCTURE AND USAGE

N/E 66

Basis of the scale: This scale is concerned both with mechanics of sentence
structure and with effective sentence construction. Errors
in mechanics include: fragments, run-0 sentences, awkward
subordination, errors in the'use of modifiers, faulty
parallelism, agreement errors, redundancy, shifts in point
of view and pronoun reference problems. Effective sentence
structure-and length, no undue reliance on co-ordination,
and appropriate sentence combining - control of the
structure of sentences.

Scale Point 1:

Scale Point 2:

Scale Point 3:

Scale Point 4:

Scale Point 5:

V

11+
4

Scale Point 1 2 3
1

Percent of
Students 6 15 40

Comprehension of the passage is difficult because of .a
proliferation of errors of different types. Lacks any
sense of 'sentence control': Constructions are frequently
awkward rendering the meaning unclear.

Little apparent control of the structure of the sentences.
Stilted, halting quality to prose. Sentences generally are
not effectively constructed and several types of faults
and/or repeated cases of errors are evident.

Several different types of errors in structure OR repeated
cases of the same major error. Includes compositions
where errors are few, but sentences are not effectively
structure (i.e. lack variety; rely heavily on co-ordination,
rather than subordination etc.). Although sentences lack
variety and are not effectively structure, there is some
sense of fluency.

One or two major errors in sentence structure; for example,
a run-On sentence, faulty parallelism, or faulty subordination.
Sentence construction generally effective, evidence of
variety in length and structure, no over-reliance on co-
ordination and appropriate sentence combining.

No-major errors. May contain one or two minor problems
such as split infinitive, 'they' as singular, or a subtle
error in agreement or modification. Generally effective

. sentence construction.

PROVINCIAL RESULTS (Grade 12)

4 5

28 10

*Interpretation Panel cut-off point.
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NARRATIVE AND EXPOSITORY WRITING: ..SIBSCALE.FOR

SENTENCE STRUCTURE AND USAGE .

0

SCALE POINT 1
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NARRATIVE ARD EXPOSITORY WRITING: SUBSCALE FOR

SENTENCE STRUCTURE AND USAGE
4

r
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SCALE POINT 5
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NARRATIVE AND EXPOSITORY WRITING: SUBSCALE FOR SENTENCE STRUCTURE AND USAGE

SUGGESTIONS FOR TEACHING:

(1) Teachers may select appropriate sections from prescribed language
textbooks for teaching materials and practice exercises.

(2) Prepare exercises specifically on sentence combining: provide groups

of 2 - 3 short, simple sentences on a related topic and demonstrate
methods of combining them into longer and more complex sentences

using subordination and parallelism.

N/E 70

(3) Ask for sentences suitable for a young child's reader (very simple,
short Sentences); for an average adult-oriented magazine, (longer,
more complex); for a techincal, encyclopedia publication (numerous

modifiers, compound subjects and verbs, a dense style with considerable
information packed into one sentence).

(4) Prepare a chart/checklist of common errors for student use. Use "buddy"

system for .proofreading of each aber's work to catch errors and revise

before good copy is handed'into teacher..

7

(5) Prepare passages with numerous sentence errors which impede readers

understanding. Require students to rewrite and correct errors. Have

Class discussionp the'corrected versions.

fi
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NE;;;) N/E 71

NARRATIVE AND EXPOSITORY WRITING

(SUBSCALE FOR SPELLING)

Some drill in 'confusables', prefixes and suffixes, common spelling

errors, and basic spelling rules is appropriate. However, students

often have difficulty perceiving spelling errors in their own work

althoG07:,tthey can accurately proofread 'good,' Copies of their feflow

students' work. Proofreading each other's work can be very beneficial

even when extended to senior level assignments.

In using the following scales and samples of student writing please

make reference to the test exercises, which are reproduced on pages

N/E2 - N/E8 of this package.

This skill is referred as to SKILL 63 at the grade 8 level and as

SKILL 73 at the grade 12 level in the Assessment of Written Expression

reports.
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NARRATIVE AND EXPOSITORY WRITING: SUBSCALE FOR SPELLING EXERCISE. 2

Nit

Comments: Count each error once only. Length of compositions seemgef
roughly equivalent, and thus was not taken into account,
although it may be necessary to adjust scale in extreme cases.

Scale Point 1: More than six errors invariably including confusables and
"common" or easy words.

Scale Point 2: Three to six errors.

Scale Point 3: No more than two errors - usually attributable to haste or
phonetic spelling of unfamiliar words.

Scale Point 4: No errors.

PROV IAL RESULTS (Grade 8) $

Scale Points 1 2 3 4

Percent of
Students 13 33 35 18

* *

*The Interpretation Panel did not reach consensus as to whether or not
scale point 2 represents a minimally acceptable level of achievement
for this grade level.

I
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NARRATIVE AND EXPOSITORY WRITING: SISLALE FO1 SPEA.F.G EXERCISE 2 N/E 73
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NARRATIVE AND EXPOSITORY WRITING: SUBSCALE FOR SPELLING

SCALE POINT 3
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NARRATIVE AND EXPOSITORY WRI N : SUBSCALE FOR SPELLING EXERCISE 2 N/E 75

SCALE POINT 4
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-NARRATIVE AND EXPOSITORY WRITING: SUBSCALE FOR SPELLING EXERCISE 3 N/E 76

Basis of the scale: Frequency of errors. In extreme cases length of
composition should be considered.

Scale Point 1:

Scale Point 2:

Scale Point 3:

Scale Point 4:

Apparent inaccurate spelling - interferes with ease
of reading. Several errors invariably igobding con-
fusables and/or 'common' or 'easy' words.

b

A number of errors usually including confusables
and 'common' or 'easy' words.

Few errors (generally one or two depending upon length
of the composition), most often attributable to haste
or phonetic spelling of more 'difficult' words.

No errors.

PROVINCIAL RESULTS (Grade 12)

Scale Points 1 2 3 4

Percent of
Students 5 16 43 35

*

*Interpretation Panel cut-off point.
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NARRATIVE AND EXPOSITORY WRITING: SUBSCALE FOR SPELLING

SCALE POINT 3
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NARRATIVE AND EXPOSITORY WRITING:. SUBSCALE FOR SPELLING EXERCISE 3 N/E 79

SCALE POW' 4 (cont'd)
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NARRATIVE AND EXPOSITORY WRITING: SUBSCALE FOR SPELLING

SUGGESTIONS FOR TEACHING:

(1) Give the student the scale for self-marking and proofreading his
own compositions.

(2) Proofreading skills can be used in conjunction with the narrative
'subscale of spelling.

Th

(3) A good formula for spelling instructions consists of boai'd work and
word analysis:,

a) if a word is spelled incorrectly, give the student the correct
way to spell it immediately.

b) put the word on the board and break it up into syllables - have
students copy it down.

c) uqerline vowels struc/ture

d) draw'a configuration around the word

struc ture

e) say the word: 1) in syllables

2) full word

f) blank out' word and test.

(4) Prepare some charts or checklists for rules governing plurals,
possessives, contractions, or difficult combir@.tions of letters,
such as nein.

262
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NARRATIVE AND EXPOSITORY WRITING

(SUBSCALE FOR HANDWRITING)

The skill of handwriting can be isolated and evaluated separ4tely

from the other components of composition. It should be noted,

however, that this skill is very difficult to assess without bias,

even when using a good marking scale.

In using, the following scales and samples of student writing please

make reference to the test exercises, which are reproduced on pages

N/E2 - N/E8 of this package.

This skill is referred to as SKILL 64 at the grade 8 level and as

SKILL 74 at the grade12 level in the Assessment of Written Expression

reports.

,

,

V
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NARRATIVE AND EXPOSITORY WgITING': SUBSCALE FOR HANDWRITING EXERCISE 2 N/E 82

Basis of tte scale:, Legibility, consistency and proportion. Note: Copies
do not always adequately reflect legibility.

Scale Point 1: Virtually illegible. Many words require two or
three re-readings. Frequently doesn't stay on the
line. Inconsistent.

Scale Point 2:

Scale Point 3:

Scale Point 4:

Difficult to read due to exaggeration of features or
lack of consistency in letter formation. Some letters
may be difficult to distinguish. Legible but requires
deliberation on the part of the reader.

Readily legible. Shows more maturity. Spacing adequate.

Weakness is some inconsistency, exaggeration or lack of
proportion.

4

"A pleasure to read". Consistent proportion in letters,
no exaggerated features, flows smoothly.

PROVINCIAL RESULTS (Grade 8)

Scale Points 1 2 3 4

Percent of
Students 2 24 45 28

*Interpretation Panel cut-off point.

26



NARRATIVE AND EXPOSITORY WRITING: SUBSCALE FOR HANDWRITING

SCALE POINT 1

EXERCISE 2 N/E 83

SCALE POINT 2

75Per.ye

SCALE POINT 2 (Cont'd.)

f 40,940,4.0
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NARRATIVE AND EXPOSITORY WRITING: SUBSCALE FOR HANDWRITING EXERCISE 3

V

Basis of the scale: Legibility.

Scale Point 1: Illegible or nearly so; interferes with the flow
of reading.

Scale Point 2: Legible, but deliberation required of the reader.

Scale Point

Scale Point 4:

Legible. No obstruction to reading, bot may be
lacking in consistency or have some feature(s)
exaggerated.

"A pleasure to read". Consistent; proportion in
letters; smoothness; no feature (size, slant, tails
etc.) exaggerated.

PROVINCIAL RESULTS (Grade 12)

Scale Points 1 2 3 4

Percent of
Students 2 31 47 20

*Interpretation. Panel cut-off point.
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NARRATIVE AND EXPOSITORY WRITING: SUBSCALE fOR HANDWRITING

SCALE POINT 4 (cont'd) ,

'1
EXERCISE 3 N/E 89
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NARRATIVE AND EXPOSITORY WRITING: SUBSCALE FOR HANDWRITING

SUGGESTIONg FOR TEACHING:

(1) 'Prepare overhead or photocopied sheet of different styles of
handwriting or calligraphy.

(2) Students may be interested in a brief discussion of handwriting
analysis (graphology) as it reveals character.'

(3) Transparencies of examples of handwritings are useful in class
discussion of what is or is not good penmanship. The students
should be given the scale itself in order to remind them that
ft is a skill to be learned and developed. Working with letters
and filling in of forms, are good places where practical application
of the skill should count.

272



NARRATIVE Arlo EXPOSITORY WRITING

(SUBSCALE FOR VOCABULARY),

The terminology in these scales is somewhat vague and general.

Teachers might well consider revising them in the direction of

specificity and concreteness.

10

In using the following scales and samples of student writing please

make reference to the test. exercises, which are reproduced on pages

N/E2ttN/E8 of this package.

This skill is referred tows SKILL 65 at the grade 8 level and as 4

SKILL 75 at the grade 12 level in.the Assessment of Written Expression

reports.
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NAdkIVE AND EXPOSITORY WRITING: SUBSCALE FOR VOCABULARY C",

a

EXERCISE 2 N/E 92

Basis of the scale: Appropriateness, variety and specificity. NOT

COMPLEXITY.

Scale Point 1:

Scale Point 2:

Scale Point 3:

Scale Point 4:

Scale Poin

Percent of
Students

Limited vocabulary - ba is word used in a "con-

ventional manner. Often n errors in word
use. "Childish".

Some attempt at word variety and specificity, but
tend to be generally conversational and rely on
"broad concept" words.

Uses specialized words (for example, "shuffled"
rather than "walked"). Evidence of word choice
for variety - not repetitive. However, somewhat
lacking in sophistication or maturity.

Superior vocabulary used4Nith precision. Sophisticat&I.
Appropriate to subject matter.

2

PROVINCIAL RESULTS (Grade 8)

1 2

.34 36

4

20 8

*

*Interpretation Panel cut-off point.

2 74
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NARRATIVE AND EXPOSITORY WRITING: SUBSCALE FOR VOCABULARY

SCALE POINT 3(

_utro, 214
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NARRATIVE AND EXPOSITORY WRITING: SUBSCALE FOR VOCABULARY
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NARRATIVE AND EXPOSITORY WRITING: SUBSCALE FOR VOCABULARY EXERCISE 3 N/E 97

Basis of the scale: Concerned with appropriate word choice and level of
vocabulary as well as consistency in level of expression
(i.e. no illogical shifts from formal to informal,
echnical to nontechnical etc.). An underlying
imension of specificity regarding concept in the use

of words. Weaknesses and errors include: immature
combination of words, diction problems such as the
use of cliches, overgeneralizations, colloquialisms and
jargon; unnecessary shifts in person; and 'basis'
vocabulary used in a conversational manner.

Scale Point 1: No apparent attempt at deliberate word selection. Re-

lies on generally used words and is repetitive. Generally
conversational in tone. Frequent use of 'wrong word'
(i.e. incorrect in meaning). Communication is not clear.
Might be characterized as 'childish'.

Scale Point 2: No apparent attempt at'deliberate word selection. Lacks
specificity and often consistency. Generally conversa-
tional in tone and relying on 'ready-made' language and
broad concept words. Some evidence of variety. Occasional
instances of use of the 'wrong' word.

Scale Point 3: Some weaknesses evident, as in a lack of specificity, a
tendency to conversational tone, or reliance on ready-
made language such as clichgs and jargon.

Scale Point 4: Evidence of deliberate word selection for effect and
variety. No errors, but does not display the 'command'
evident'in scale Oint 5.

Scale Point 5: Sophisticated use of 'educated adult' vocabulary. In-

dicates respect of the conventions of writing and 'control'
(as in the use of .elevated language, precision and con-
sistency - 'apt turn of phrase'). No errors. No misuse
of polysyllabic words. Communication is clear.

PROVINCIAL RESULTS (Grade 12)

Scale Points

Percent of
Students

1

8

2

'29

3

. 39

4

18

5

6

*Interpretation Panel cut-off pojnt.
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NARRATIVE AND EXPOSITORY-WRITING: SUBSCALE FOR VOCABULARY

SCALE POINT 5

EXERCISE 3
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NARRATIVE AND EXPOSITORY WRITING: SUBSCALE FOR VOCABULARY

SUGGESTIONS FOR TEACHING:

(1) Many directed writing exercises can be used in conjunction with this
scale.

(2) Study differences between informal/colloquial, standard and formal
levels of diction.

----(3) Study systematically the prefixes, suffices, and roots used to create
words. (Checklist & Chart)

(4) Work' on context clues - see Tactics A and B series.

N/E 102

(5) Study a unit on the history of language and etymology to see how different
language roots contribute to English diction.

(6) Involve specific vocabulary related to subject areas such as science,
socials, geography; areas such as hobbies & particular sports; careers;
technical & mechanical terms; theatre, drama & arts.

(7) Identify derivations of terms used in English which originated in other
languages - laissez-faire; tgte-i-t@te; vis 4 vis; et cetera.

(8) Identify mythological reference% (ef. Isaac Asimov's book Words from
the Myths).

(9) Learn to use a thesaurus..

(10) Narrative use in conjunction with writing. ASk for a dialogue passage
between two characters of widely separated interest and backgrounds, each

'speaking in appropriate style, i.e., a universtiy professor and a fisher-
man.

(11) Make up a dittionary, i.e., explain'Newspeak terms from 1984; explain
current slang terms alg-defined in standard English.

0\
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NARRATIVE AND EXPOSITORY WRITING

(SUBSCALE FOR PUNCTUATION)

Sixty-two percent of Grade 12 papers were assessed at either

,scale pisiniy or scale point 2 (below "ciJt-off" point,esta-

,

blished by the Provincial Interpretation Panel) on this

three point scale. Increased attention to th teaching of

and marking for may serve to improve this situation

at all grade levels. Emphasis should be placed on punctuation/

4/
as an indispensable part of comprehensibility of all written

work.

In using the following scales and samples of student writing

please make reference to the test exercises, which are reproduced

on pages N/E2- N/E8 of this package.

This skill is'referred to as SKILL 76 at the grade 12 level in

the Assessment of Written Expression reports.

285
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NARRATIVE AND EXPOSITORY WRITING: SUBSCALE FOR PUNCTUATION
1

N.,

Basis of the scale: Relative frequency of errors.

Scale Point 1:

ScaleJ3oint 2:

Scale Point 3:

/
EXERCISE 3 N/E 104

Relatively frequent major errors in punctuation
such that the reader is forced to deliberate in
order to comprehend parts of the passage.

Some major errors in punctuation and capitalization
but these do not interfere with comprehension and
are infrequent. Includes papers with frequent minor
errors involving the misuse or omission of commas,
semi-colons and apostrophes.

Includes papers with frequent minor errors involving
the misuse or omission of commas, semi-colons and
apostrophes. No major errors; some tolerance allowed
for minor errors particularly in the use of commas.

PROVINCIAL RESULTS (Grade 12)

Scale Points 1 2 3

Pekent of .

Students 17 45 38

*

,-.

I r

*Interpretation Panel cut-off point. .
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NARRATIVE AND EXPOSITORY WRITING: SUBSCALE FOR PUNCTUATION

SCALE POINT 1
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NARRATIVE AND EXPOSITORY WRITING: SUBSCALE FOR PUNCTUATION

w.

' SCALE POINT 1 (cont'd).
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NARRATIVE AND EXPOSITORY WRITING: SUBSCALE FOR PUNCTUATION

SCALE POINT 3
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NARRATIVE AND EXPOSITORY WRITING: SUBSCALE FOR PUNCTUATION

SUGGESTIONS FOR TEACHING:

41,

(1) Provide a checklist or chart with examp s and rules; have students
proofread, edit and correct either their own work or the'work of
others. 1}

(2) Review, punctuation marks as specific signals for meaning, i.e.
dialogue, items in a series, interrogation or exclamation.

(3) Apply the scale in conjunction with other skills from directed
writing, i.e., letter and envelope, formal social letter. Refer
to prOofreading skills.

(4) Give students passages of prose with.punctuation.marks removed; ask
for necessary marks to be placed where required. As an oral follow-
up, the class checks the completed exercise and discusses rules for
each case, as a review.

01- Create sentences where meaning is dependent on punctuation qnd ask
for marks to be put in; discuss finished result. i.e. Men, say,
women, are silly. Or, Men say women are silly.

40.

4
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a

INTRODUCTION

The exercises in the following section require students to locate mechanical
0, errors and to correct them. The exercises continue to develop the themes
established in the Directed Writing sections. At tie Grade 8 (Exercise 2)
level the newspaper editor requiresassis.tance from 1145 Junior Reporter. At
the Grade 12 (Exercise 3) level the Studeft is taking the.p.lace of Aunt Libby,.
Who assists the editor of the Gauge Gazette. The introductory .p,e_s_ from the
assessment tests are reproduced on the followipg pages.

Each 'exertise is accompanied taWits marking ke0and a graph showing the provincial
results. The skills which were tested ayhe three assessment grade levels are
indigatedin the table below:,

r
.

Proofreading Skill
Exercise 1
(Grade 4)

Exercise,.2

--(Grade 8)

Exercise 3
(Grade 12)

ApostAphes x x

1

/

Grammatical Usage ; x
...--

Capital Letters x x

Abbreviations x

Appropriate Word Choice , x x

.

Sentence Structure x
-(-

Quotation Marks' x x

Capital Letters and Punctuation x

Teachers who use. the exercises in this package should be aware that such exercises
san'becoffe iNickly overused. Use your own proofreading exercises, if potsible, or
use materia'Fs from textbooks or from commercially - available sources."

A

READ THE GENERAL INTRODUCTION TO THIS PACKAGE BEFORE
USING ANY OF THESE MATERIALS-WITH YOUR CLASSES.

f' 4
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INTRODkTION TO-GRADE 8 :XERCISES

P2

When this ad appgared in your local wPeklynewspaper you applied
for the job --and got it. CorwratulatOarri ;urn the page to

find out what. you have to do.

Employment Oppo)tunities
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JUNIOR REPORTER WANTED

The Fraser River Times w_shes to
employ a Junior Reporter This is
a parttime job for a Guide 8 stu
dent who lives in Britisl Columbia,

BENEFITS:

1. Many different expenences.-
2. A 'chance to express our ideas.

DUTIES:

To write about things that happen in
your school and your community that
are of general interest,toteenagars.

APPLY to the editor of this news
,

paper.
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As part of your work pn the Fraser Rive. Times, you sometimes have to
make corrections in material that other people have written.

Here is your copy with the editor's in trucei3ns. Read the editor's notesion

each page.,Look for the kind of mistak,s she describes. Correct any errors

you find.

2,96



INTRODUCTION TO GRADE 12 EXERCISES

-.1.4611

J

1n the summer of 1977 you spent the last week of June managing a

store and gas'station in the small town of Gauge, B.C.

P3 .4

You were helping out yOui Aunt Libby, who was on .vacation. One thing

she forgot ,xo tell you was that she assists the editor of the local weekly

paper, the Gauge Gazette. As a result, you find yourself given the job of

correcting errors in the rough drafts of the'paper.

Some of the rough drafts of the edition for July 1st are printed on
,.S

the following pages. Each page includes a_comment from the edi or,

Clarence Wenzel. Please carry out the editing ta)ks called for, and

correct any errors you find. ,

4

A

. -

6

19

r
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PROOFREADING SKILLS: GRAMMATICAL USAGE

This skill is referreCto as SKILL 80 in the Assessment of

-4

Written Expression reports.

298
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PROOFREADING SKILLS: GRAMMATICAL USAGE

SPORTS tEPORT

1,

P5
EXERCISE 2

EDITOR'S NOTE, , This copy came in from our Grade 7 reporter.

J Each item may have a mistake in it - a
t` 00.
wrong word, wrong punctuation, or words

missing.

ASSIGNMENT: Correct each of the following items

where necessary. You may cross out, adc, or change

words or.punctuation.- Some items may nct neec to

be changed. The example has already becri corrected.

st-
,.\ EXAMPLE: Everybody in Grade 7....*Kwante to plaTbil---a:e

a. Terry and me are on the vol leyb ill t( am.-

b. A list of instructions were given to ,JS.*'

c. One 'instruction says--4ach member %of the olleyball team

must carry thq,ir own strip.

d, Just between you and I the new coach is very strict.

2
e. We don't never have an easy pra, fice.

4

f. Although 'volleyball is my favori spo 't .

, P

g. Kelly is better at serving than, Terri but she doesn't

spike the ball as good.

P

' h. Only one of them can be captai , tom rrow we'll find

4,J out who it will be.

i . We can' t ' use the old gym any ore. ecauSe it bu'rned

down. P

After burning all night, we cool ind much of the(

equipment left.

299



PROOFREADING SKIL..S: GRAMMAtICAL USAGE

I

EXERCISEt2

SPORTS REPORT 4

:

EDITOR'S NOTE: This copy came in from 'our Grade 7 reporter.

Each item may have a mistake in it - a

wrong word, wrong punctuation, or words

missing.

ASSIGNM T: Correct each of the following items

where necessary. You may cross put, a)Id, or change

words or pbnctuation. Some items may not need to

be changed. The example has alreackylaggn corrected.

MARKING KEY

&J.
EXAMPLE:, Everybody in Grade 7.41-rwante to play on a

a. Terry and Jae' are on the volleyball team.

b. A list of instructions .itserV given to us.

team.

c. One instruction says each member of the *volleyball team

must carry theft own strip. (or :.'entirrkeer

hil/hti
/Ht

d. Just between yqu and the new coachf is very strict. (ore us.

4,

e, We ..do4rit never have an easy practice.

f. volleyball is my favorite sport. (0e: Odd mom c vs.e)

g. Kelly, is better at serving than Terry but she doesn't

spike the (ball as 0derWill

h.
Only one' of them can be captain! tomorrow we'll find

out who it will be. (01-s TOrnorest.,;., .

,

, '44:4ifIcoliwnetr,
L,

1. We can't use the. old gym any moreo Oecause it burned

dtwn. 4".11* PERIoto

Tht 9p)I . .

j:-. AfterVburn/#11 all night, we couldn't find much of the

equipment Jet. 4

NOTE: ONLY THE MOST FREQUENTLY OCCURING CORRECTIONS
ARE INDICATED HERE. MANY OTHERS WERE ACCEPTABLE
AND SCORED CORRECT.

POSSIBLE SCORE =' 10 300 ,

,
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PROOFREADING SKILLS: GRAMMATICAL USAGE

, PROVINCIAL ASSESSMENT RESULTS

.NEXERCISE...2 (Grade 8)

ti

ca

Oa.

Number Correct % of Students

0 1

1 4

2 15

3 27
410

4 23

5 15
V

6 9

7 4

8 <2

9 <1

10 0

*Interpretation Panel cut-off point.

301
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PROOFREADING SKILLS: CAPITAL LETTERS

t

This skill is referred to as SKILL 81 in the Assessment of

Written Expression reports.

...-- ....

,

'N

c)
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PROOFREADING SKILLS: CAPITAL LETTERS

WHERE DO NAMES COME FROM?

EXERCISE 2

EDITOR'S NOTE: Our new typesetter knows that every

sentence begins with a capital letter,

buthe doesn't know where else he should

use capitals. Write a capital letter on

the copy wherever you think there should

be one. I have done the first sentence.

W 3)
Disneyland is named after walt disney.

4ncouver got its name from captain george vancouver.

A prince gave his name to prince george.

A canadian mountain, mount eisenhower, is named after

president eisenhower.

Colours are used to name several seas, including the

red sea - and to name a country, greenland.

ti

Some names describe. For exampl

supposed to be peaceful, and so

'Months and days are named after'

janus, march for mars, thursday

for saturn.

e,the pacific ocean is

is the peace river.

gods: January for

for thor, and saturday
ti

Book and movie titles often tell you what the story is

about: owls in the family is about owls, and star wars

is about wars in space.

t
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PROOFREADING SKILLS: CAfITAL LETTERS EXERCISE 2

f

WHERE DO NAMES COME FROM?

EDITOR'S NOTE: Our new typesetter knows that every

sentence begins with a capital letter,

but he doesn't know where else he should

use capitals. Write a capital letter on

the copy wherever you think there should

be one. I have done the first.serence.

MARKING KEY

Disneyland is named after watt disney...
N/

Vancouver got its name from Captain
Cr

aptain george vancouver.

gave his name to prince george.

A canadian mountain, mount eisenhower, is named after
2

!-.e.gsident c

M gi

isenhower.

Colours are used to name several seas, including the
Red2

red sea - and to name a country, 'rreenland.
2 = .

,
. 0 ?

Some names describe. For example, the
f
pAcificocean is

supposed to be peaceful, and so is the peace river.

Months and days are named after

anus, march fortkarsjhursday for

for aturn.

anuary for

Thor, and caturday

Book and liovie titles often tell you what the story is

'about: qw1s00C Staris about owls, and star wars

is about wars in space.

POSSIBLE SCORE = 33.
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PROOFREADING SKILLS: CAPITAL LETTERS.

PROVINCIAL ASSESSMENT RESULTS

EXERCISE 2 (Grade 8)

Number Correc % of Students

0 0

1 0

2 0

3 0

4 2

5 0

6 0

7 0

8 -0

9 0

10 0

11 0

12
A

0

13 04

14 0

15 0

16 0

17 0

18 0

19 0

20 1

21 1

22 1

23 1

-24 2

25 '4

26

27 6'

23 10
*

29 9

30 13

31 16

32
30,5

33 12

*Interpretation Panel cut-offpoint.
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PROOFREADING SKILLS: QUOTATION MARKS

This skill is referred t6b as SKILL 82 in the Assessment of

1

N.
Written Expression reports.

I
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PROOFREADING SKILLS: QUOTATION MARKS EXERCISE 2

A

I

,

O

IN COURT TODAY

EDITOR'S NOTE:NOTE: This page has all of the punctuation

left out. Please correct the story.

ASSIGNMENT: Put in all the punctuation thatts needed.

The firstitentence is done for you.

The trial of John Vickers, the local poet, ended today,

The judge asked Do you find the prisoner guilty or

nut guilty

Not guilty replied the foreman of the jury

A wo ctator shouted Thank ',goodness

The jury is dismissed said the judge and Amy leave the

courtroom

307
r
/
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PROOFREADING SKILLS: QUOTATION MARKS

A

IN'COURT TODAY

EDITOR'S NOTE: >This page has all of the punctuation

left out. Please correct the story.

EXERCISE 2

ASSIGNMENT: Put in all the'punctuation that is.needed.

The first sentence is done for you.

MARKING'KEY

The trial of John Vickers; the local poet, ended today,

. g4
The judge asked, Do' you find the prisoner guilty or

not guilty? "
7 ..

a
Not guilty, replied the foreman of the jury.

star: I
.

a. 1"A woman spectator shouted, Thank goodness.

The jury is dismissed, said the judge, and may leave the

courtroom.
)1

IROSSIBLE SCORE = 19

:e-

308
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PROOFREADING SKILLS:, QUOTATION MARKS EXERCISE 3

Bingo: A New Firetruck!

The real winner at the Canada Day Bingo will be the 'tauie Fire

Department. Proceeds from this year's Giant Bingo ycirl -help to

bring a new firetruck to town. We really need this Dew pumper

commented Fire Chief Homeniuk in an exc i sive interview., When the

pressure is low it's hard for my men to control a fire.

t'14He pointed to the bingo prizes on Te?j your, readers

he said that fire protection is the best prize of all.

4
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PROOFREADING 'SKILLS: QUOTATION MARKS EXERCISE 3

4

4

MARKING KEY

Bingo! A New Firetruck:

The real winner at. the Canada Day Bingo will be the Gauge Fire

Department. Proceeds from this year's Giant Bingo will help to

t

st
YIPbring a. new firetruck to town. We really need this new pumper

0
commented Fire -Chief Homeniuk in an exclusive interview. When the

))
(presslire is low it's hard for my men to control a fire.

,c,^

IL
/)7He pointed to the bingo prizes on.display. Tell your readers/1

(1 ))
he said that fire protection is the best prize of all.

POSSIBLE SCORE = 11

r
fir
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N
0 EADING SKILLS: QUOTATION MARKS

PROVINCIAL ASSESSMENT RESULTS .

S

EXERCISE 2 (Grade 8) EXERCISE 3 (Grade 12)

Number Correct,

4 0

1

2

4

5'

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

,

% of Students

1

0-

0

2

2

2

3

41

3

3

,3

3

'Y5

5

6

7

9

11

12

19

nterp etation Panel cut-off point.

Number Correct

0

ti

3

5

311

8

9

% of Students

5

3-

3

4

3

2

5

7

71

16

10 12

11 33'

P17
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PROOFREADING SKILLS: ABBREVIATIONS

1

..,

/

This skill is referred to as SKILL 83 is the Assessment of

4

Written Expression reports.

/
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PROOFREADING SKILLS: ABBREVIATIONS

1

COMMON ABBREVIATIONS

EXERCISE 2

i

EDITOR'S NOTE: To help.people write a Classified ad, I've

decided to give a list of Common abbreviations.

I

.,.

t

ASSIGNMENT:* Write the abbreviations for these
,p words. The first is done for, syqu.

Grade ,8

Social Studies

Street

Friday

Mister

telephone
N

British COlumbia

January

Post Office

Doctor

number

year

Ontario

Cbmpany

etera

kilo etre

. ,

I,

It

t

I 16

Lr.

313

4,

N
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PROOFREADING SKILL: ABBREVIATIONS

COMMOkABBRNIATIONS

EXERCISE 2

EDITOR'S NOV: To help people write a- Classified ad, I've

decided to give a list of common ahbreviations.

ASSIGNMENT: Write the abbfeviations for these
words. The first is done for

MARKING KEY

Grade 8

-0 Social Studies

Street

Friday

6r.
or Soc.q.

St.

Mister Mr,

telephone fel. or We.,
Pm

British Coltimbia

4

*January Jan.

Post Office P. 0.

Doctor or 74:D.

number no.
year

Ontario

Company

et cetera

,kilometre'

POSSIBLE SCORE = 15

314
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PROOFREAD VG SKILLS: CAPITAL LETTERS AND PUNCTUATION

tr

PROVINCIAL ASSESSMENT RESULTS

EXERCISE 3 (Grade 12)

Number Correct % of Students
1N

1

2

3

-4 - 0

5 1

6 1

7 1

8 1

9 2

10

12 6

11 6

13 7

14. 8

15 7

16, 9

17: 9

18 6

19

20 6

21 5

22 5

. 23 . 3

4_
3

25 . 2

26
air

27 <1

28 '31 5

*Interpretation Panel cut-off point.

4.

P25'4
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PROOFREADI4>SKILLS: APOSTROPHES,

This skill is referred to as SKILL 84 in the Assessment of

Written Expression reports.
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_PROOFREADING
SKI*: APOSTROPHES

.
es

EDITOR'S NOTE:

Dear Ellie:

EXERCISE 2

The apostrophes have been left out'of this

letter ,to Dear Ellie.. Please put in all\-

the apostrophes that are needed.

a..

Ive never written to you before but weve gat a problem. Theres-

a dog hanging around our house. Its lost its collar and we cant

find out whose dog it is. My dads really angry. Hed like to call

the Pound because the dogs been digging up my moms garden and chewing

up my two sisters toys. It wouldnt matter so much if the.dog was ours.

Ellie, the dogs eyes look so sad. He could be some childrens pet.

.

Theyre probably looking all over for him. The dog doesnt look hungry.

Its coat is healthy. Its just'unhappy. What should we do?

Animal Lover.

P27



RQO ADING SKILLS:' APOSTROPHES * EXERCISE 2
R2/

/

0

EDITOR'S NOTE:

Dear Ellie:

The apostrophes have been left out of this

letter to Dear Ellie. Please-put in all

the apostrophes that ire.needed.

Ive never written to6fou before but weve got a problem. Theres

a dog hanging around our house. Its lost its collar and we cant

'find out whose dog it is.' My dads r-eerilrangry. Hed to call

the Pound because the dogs been digging up my MOMS garden and chewing

up my two'sisters toys. It wauldnt matter so much if the dog was ours.

1

Ellie, the dogs eyes look so sad. He could be some childrens pet.

Theyre probably looking all over for him. The dog doesnt look hungry,.,

Its coat is healthyi Its just unhappy. What should we do?

Animal Lover.



PROOFREADING SKILLS: APOSTROPHES

0

EXERCISE 2

EDITOR'S NOTE:' The apostrophes have been left out of this

letter to Dear Ellie. Please.pui in all

le apostrophes that are needed.

MARKING KEY

Dear Ellie:

VIP

Ore never written to you before but wave got a pixlem. Ther4s

a dog hanging around our house. It's lost its collar and.We can't

find out whose dog it is. My dadt really angry. Heti like to call

the Pound because the do been digging up my morA garden and chewing

up my two sisters' toys. It wouldn't matter so much if the dog was ours.

Ellie, the dog\ eyes look so sad. He could be some childrerls pet.

The're probably looking all over for him. The dog doesn't look hungry.

Its coat is healthy. I 'List unhappy. What should we ..

Animal Lover.-

NOTE: UNDERLINED WORDS ARE SCORED AS A CORRECT
RESPONSE IF NO APOSTROPHE IS ADDED,

POSSIBLE SCORE: 19

319
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PROOFREADING SKILLS: APOSTROPHES

PROVINCIAL ASSESSMENT RESULTS

EXEICISE 2 (Grade 8)

Number Correct % of Student

0 10

1 0

2 0

3 0

4 2

5 1

6 1

7 2

4

9' 6

10 7

11 10

12 12

13 9

14 10

15 11

16 7

17 4

18 3

19 1

*Interpy4tation Panel cut-off point. 320
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PROOFREADING SKILLS: SENTENCE STRUCTURE

This skill is referred to as SKILL 85 in the Assessment of

Written Expression reports.
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PROOFREADING SKILLS: SENTENCE STRUCTURE EXERCISE 2

TOWN TEAM TRIUMPHS !

.

EDITOR'S NOTE: This copy was taken over the telephone and needs to

have a few words changed beAre it is good enough to

print. Can you try to.makel each sentence a little

, er?

ASSIGNMENT: Try to correct or improve each of the following sentences.

You can change the sentences by crossing out, changing, or adding words.

The home run was hit not,by a regular player but with a

pinch-hitter.

The, ball sailed over the first-base man, oyer the right-

field fence, and the parking lot.

The pdople jumped to their feet, waved, and are cheering

madly.

After the game, when it was over, the players carried the

pinch- hitter on their shoulders.

The icv crew decided they should stay'at the park and to

interview the pinch-hitter.

As I pushed my way through the crowd you could feels the

excitement.

322



PROOFREADING SKILLS: SENTENCE STRUCTURE EXERCISE 2

A

The home run was hit not by a regular player but w.ittt a

pinch-hitter. If 4

TOWN TEAM TRIUMPHS !

yz

EDITOR'S NOTE: This copy was taken over the telephone and needs to

have a few-words changed before it is good enough to

print. Can you try to make each sentence a,little

better? .

ASSIGNMENT: Try to correct improve each of 'the following sentences.

You can change the sentences by crossing out, changing, or adding words.

MARK' NC* KEY

"4.

1

The ball sailed over the first-base mars, .del' the right-

field fence, and the parking lot. or: 0414."oitt" cdFiltr

)( The people jumped to their feet, waved, and aeecheerteg

.r4 madly.

or; ..,403545 and gi-leerin5...
After the gameeewAen 1,C was over, the players carried the

0
pinch-hitter on their shoulders. : delete:,

"when
11 was ovei-

The TV crew decided they should sta at the park Anct to

interview the pinch-hitt6r. or : "to. Ay

As I,pushed my way through the crowd d feel the

excitement.

NOTE: ONLY THE MOST FREQUENTLY OCCURING
RESPONSES ARE INDICATED HERE,

POSSIBLE SCORE = 6

P32
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PROOFREADING SKILLS: &ENTENE STRUCTURE EXERCISE 3

I'm'afraid this has a lot °terrors, at Zeast one

in every'senthnce. Among the mistakes, you may find

verb errord, pronoun errors, partial sentences, run-on

sentenc4 and misplaced modifiers. I wqntyou to change

each sentence just enollto make A. correct. Use your

best judgment. I've already corrected the first two

sentences. C

'Ile Canada Day celebration will be the biggest,,i.e'6,01Alt,

has ever held!" said chairman Bill Reeves. He pointed out

that three new competitions - logrolling,

414aaIL.Zhamee+-19,,, and old-time fiddling.- have been added.

Chairman ReevesReeves went on to say that people who want to enter any

competition should better get entry forms from ff of Dr. Roberts:

If there aren't no entries, there won't be no contest.

Well, the Canada Day program which begins at 10 a.m. on

Iff

July 1 ended at midniglat: Buses will have reserved parking from

other towns. Most local. people they will be walking or bikes. To

get to the fair grounds go to the end of Main Street, c

bridge and tKe main gates.

t

over the
1N0,%

Each of the service clubs are entering a float in the parade,

but just between you and I, the hospital float looks a sure winner.

Fresh aught froc the ocean, the local Lions Club will 'barbecue salmon

321
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.PROOFREADING SKILLS: SENTENCE STRUCTURE
a

-EXERCISE 3

from 5 until 7 in the owning for 53.00 you can have salmon with

4, salad, coffee and pie. You can't scarcely do better than that! The

finals of'the softball tournament are scheduled for 7 p.m.

and 9 p.m

Ate Until the dancing starts.

at the same time the Alouettes, will entertain it the

M

Poi 1
At midnight the fireworks display will be over and #11 those

who were lucky enough to attend what will be rememberedfas the best

Canada Day celebration yet.

f it rained the program will take place either in the

agricultural hall or cancelled.

325
4
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PROOFREADING SKILLS:. SENTENCE STRUCTURE

Wad "mar
1 VP( SO4PJ

EXERCISE 3

I'm afraid this has a Lot of errors, at least one

in every sentence. Among the mistakes, you may find

verb errors, pronoun errors, partial sentences, run-on

sentences and misplaced modifiers. I want you to change

each sentence just enough to make it correct. Use your

best judgment. I've eready-corrected the first two

sentences. C

MARKING KEY

"The'Eanada Day celebration will be the biggest,W"6.60,L

has ever held4' said,chairman Bill Reeves. He pointed out

aite"'.fitire/44140-that three new competitions logrolling,

434-aat-ths-raes-t, and old-time fiddling - have been added.
a

Chairman Reeves went on to say that people who want to enter any

competition should .bet.teigget entry forms from oft 0 Dr. Roberts.

Ol
rf there aren't at entries, there won't be as contest.

lr
ge+t,,the Canada Day program which begins at 10 a.m. pn

July liend41 at midnight. Busewill have reserved parking Eom
Air

other towns Most local people Akey will be walkingTAifes. To

get to the fair groundstgo to the end of Main Street, cross over the

ADD 4 !pit HERE

bridge and the main gates.

10

Each of the service clubs ao, entering a float in the parade, ;

but just between you andrthe hospital float looks a sure winner.

,
sh caught from the ocean, the loocai Lions Club will barbeoul

P35
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PROOFREADING SKILLS:'- SENTENCE STRUCTURE

--;;;;4A7-.

EXERCISE 3
t,.

for
from 5 until 7 in the evenings $3.00 sigu can ,have salmon with

salad, coffee and pie. You can'tatmcsty do better thaii that The
vb

finals of thesoftball tournament are scheduled for 7 p.m., 8 p.m,.

and 9 p.mosr
At

the sa time the Alouettesx will entertain in the

ntil
Arenas U

u
ttekt the dancing starts.

At midnight the fireworks display will be aver and all those

who were lucky enough to attend what will be remembered as the best

1:
Canada Day celebration yet. etedi Q comph se nt-f ne

If it rairued the program will< 17:either in the

6e.,
agricultural hall orrcancelled.

NOTE: ONLY THE'MOST FREQUENTLY OCCURING CORRECTIONS
HAVE BEEN INDICATED.

f

POSSIBLE SCORE =.25

327
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PROOFREApING SKILLS: SENTENCE STRUCTURE

PROVINCIAL ASSESSMENT lESULTS

EXERCISE 2 (Grade 8) EXERCISE 3-(Grade 12)

% of Stud(

(

Number Correct % of Students Number Correct

0

1

2

3

7

6

8

14

0

1

2

3

"146, 4 19 4

5. 25 5

6 21 6

7

8

10

O
12

13

15

16

17

18

19

.1
20

21

22

23

:24

*Interpretation Panel cut-off point.

1

0

0

-0

1

1

1

1

'2,

4

4

5

6

9

8

41

13

10

9

7

4

2

<1

<1

<1.

0



E

PROOFREADING SKILLS: APPROPRIATE WORD CHOICE

'14

A

0
This sjkill is .referred to as SKILL 86 in the Assessment of

Written Expression reports.

4

329
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PROOFREADING SKILLS: APPROPRIATE WORD CHOICE EXERCISE 2

TEST YOUR WORD POWER

EDITOR'S NOTE: This is last week's word power feature.

Your job ig to make up the Answers to Our

Word Power Test for printing in this week's

edition. Just circle the right choice in,

each pair -- the typesetter will do the rest.

ASSIGNMENT: Circle the right choice in each pair of words.

The first has been done already.

chose--We've had ap election hear
ere Pacific High School voted to

choose

a new student

it was
quiet
qtite

council
counsel' When the principal

principle

a surprise. The winners

announced the result,

where acceptall girlswere excut

e losefor one boy. The boys wer
unhappy to

'loose
, but it shoulwas

teach don't to
learn them v.lesson: it

doesn' f
do to get

too

have the selvesselvesThey should worked harderof thems

conf iden

This yethe kind

of "tuation yot could adapt
adopt into a play! The winners will now

select a chairperson and a

but I thiI don't
no

teacher

their
they're
there

who's
whose job is to help them.

going to work

oP6

good
together.well

e.



(doesn't)

PRDOFREADING SKILLS: APPROPRIATE WORD CHOICE EXERCISE 2

TEST YOUR 7WORD POWER

EDITOR'S NOTE: This is last week's word power feature.

Your job is to make up the Answers to Our

Word Power Test for printing in this week's

edition. Just circle the right choice in

each pair -- the typesetter will do the rest.

ASSIGNMENT: Circle the right choice in each pair of words.

The first has been done already.

We've had ap election

MARKING KEY

hear
Pacific High School voted to chose

a new student council Cr7incipaD
announced the result,counsel: When the

principle

it was ---7quiet .
where accepta surprise. The winners all girls

Q:2112.f)

unhappy to
loose ,

but it should

do to get- confident.

for one cryc. The boys

earn them a lesson:

They should

was

it
don't

theirselvesworked harder
save

4ELEFE*of situation you could.
opt

This is the kind

into a play! The winners will now

select a chairperson and a teacher

their
I don't

no , but I think

POSSIBLE SCORE = 18

who'

ere

job is to/help them.

going to work

331

ood
together.

4.
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PROOFREADINCSKILLS: APPROPRIATE WORD CHOICE
P41

TEST YOUR WORD POWER!

EXERCISE 3

Once again o'ur editor, Clarence Wenzel, challenges ourIlhgaders

to test tifeir word power. In our story below are pairs of words

which are often confused. Circle the correct word. Answers will

be printed in next week's Gazette.

I

* * * * * * * * * *

4

%

The,Grand Parade will assemble at the Fire Hall at 9 o'clock.

Contestants will be
their

fors
quite choose

a time so'that judges can
there quiet chose

the best float.

At la o'clock the Parade will precede to to the Arena where the
p

principle 1

judge will'award the prize. If the floats are like last year's,
principal

loose
it 011 be an honour even

lose

ho's excet
The group

whose

accept
float is the most original will the prizeWhose

They're
speech

on the Arena stage.
They

expected to make a short
speach'

Every Canadian
Could of

learned an important lesson about national
could have

advice
unity from last year's winner. Her

advise
was for each family in Gauge

adopt council
to a furl* in another province. We can expect wise

adapt counsel

from thts year's winner too

332



PROOFREADIP,G SKILLS: APPROPRIATE WORD CHOICE

TEST YOUR WORD POWER!

EXERCISE 3

CAME
G.426"

lerY0Do
this

teat youreeZf
so

that
the answers

wiZZ
bel'ea4 to Pint

next
week.

Once again our editor, Clarence Wenzel, challenges our readers

to test their word power. In our story.below are pairs of words

which are often confused. Circle the correct word. Answers will

be printed in next week's Gazette.

MARKING KEY

The Grand Parade will assemble at the Fire Hall at 9 o'clock.

thei
Contestants will be for

the best float.

At 10 o'clock the Parade will

a time so that judges can

recede
to the Arena where the

judge will award the prize. If the floats are like last year's,

it will be an honour even to

The group
who's

float is the most original will exce t

on the Arena stage.
Th eir

.,)expected to make a shorthey're speac

the prize

Every Canadian could of
learned an important lesson about national

unity,from last year's winner. Her
a vise was for each family in Gauge

a
councia family in another province. We can expect wise

from this year's winnerib.

POSSIBLE 'SCORE = 15
333
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PROOFREADING SKILLS: ,APPROPRIATE WORD CHOICE.

PROVINCIAL ASSESSMENT RESULTS

EXERCISE 2 (Grade

Number Correct

8)

% of Students

Exercise 3 (Grade 12)

Number Correct % of Students

0 1 0 0

1 0 1 0

2 0 2 0

3 0 3 0

4 0 4 0

5 0
I

5 0

6 0 6 0

7 0 7 1

8 1 8. 0

9 0 9 3

10 a
1 10 6

11 4 11 8

12 4 12 17

13 7 13 24

14 13 14 29
*

15 16 12

16 19

17 23

18 11

*Interpretation'Panel cut-off point.

334


